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s'ummtx
âXthQugîi iïiclivlduaX sequôuce filters, developed for 
specific purposes, appear from time to time in the relevant 
literature, there has been no comprehensive treatment of them to 
date# In existing published work there has been little indication 
of tjie importance of correct detail design.
Sequence filters were developed from the mathematical 
theory of symmetrical components# Filters are systematically 
reviewed on this basis# Initially the elements required for the 
construction of filters are considered# Generalised theories 
for the basic filters are developed and design principles 
established# A new design for an efficient negative sequence 
filter with a smaller frequency error than any previous filter is 
given#
The performance of #ve sequence filters during 2*ph 
dy&metrical B#G# conditions in the power system have been 
analysed mathematically and investigated experimentally with good 
agreement in the results#
The development of complex filters from the basic types 
is considered and finally the roles performed by sequence filters 
in line protection is reviewed.
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SECTION 1
1.1 THANaK)RMlNa AND PHASE**SEIFTIHa ELEMENTS
The term ©equence^filter i« used to cover any 
electrical network designed to isolate one or more of the three 
sequence components from an unbalanced three phase supply
A sequence-»filter essentially consists of some transform­
ing and phase-shifting elements which contain combinations of 
resistance* inductance* capacitance* mutual inductance* current 
transformers and voltage transformers* The necessity for phase- 
shifting is described later (Art* 2*4)
A few methods of phase-shifting by resistance* inductance 
and capacitance are illustrated in Fig* 1*1 and will not be 
discussed further* but the use of transformers and mutual inductance 
for transforming and phase-shifting are worth examination*
1.2 MUTUAL INDiJOTANOB
Mutual inductance is the essential basis of 
transformer action* A transformer whose magnetic core is of 
laminated iron without any air-gap has a saturation level lower 
than that of a transformer with an air-gapped iron core*
Introduction of air-gaps maintains linearity over a wide range 
and gives negligible core-loss# Such transformers with air-gaps 
in the core are called by many names by different authors* such as
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2traneforiae3!'*r«açt0r or tranoaotor# Hore they will he eaXled 
♦•Mutual induetore♦’ ae distinct from transformers*
ïhe use of a mutual inductor for phase^shifting is shown 
in fig# 1*2 with vector diagrams which are chiefly self* 
explanatory (Bef# 5)*
1*3 CUBHEif mBAM8F0BMBR8
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It is essential to know the polarity of transformers
used in sequence filters* B*3*Specification no* 81 gives the
\  . . . ■ * '
details of marking polarities* %he following convention (Fig*l*3) 
will he assumed in future discussions* If the current flows 
towards the dot on the dotted side of primary ()as shown hy arrow) 
then in the secondary side current will flow away from the dot of 
dotted side of secondary and vie «‘•Versa*
It is quite interesting to note that by using proper
transformer^ connections only, it is possible to eliminate or
obtain a aero-sequence output* $he simple rule to follow for
eliminating siero*-sequence in a current in a circuit is that a
current of the form *♦al^+blv +cl + nl •♦ is so chosen to flowa D c o
in the circuit that the quantity •*a + b + c + n* * becomes zero
where a, h, c and n are scalar constants and are the
three input stimuli of the same nature, and I , the zero-sequence
component of them, equals to one third of the neutral-current#
Oonstante a, b, c and n can be positive, negative or zero scalar
quantities, but they must add together to zero* As an example*
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sgtti0fies"“tbe aforeaetid oomditio&é for elimination of 0ero*^ 8éqù*noe 
ourrentè The êeeired network: whlôh ie poealbie by two C*‘3?#s only 
is shown in fig# 1#4#
Similarilyj^# it is possible to derive currents (l^ * 
or (ig or iX^  ~ I^) or (1^ • or (I^ - 1^) to afehieve
the elimination of mero*^sequence component# % e  familiar net­
work of deltavoannected C#f#B conforms to the above relationship# 
fhree G#f#s are used to derive (|^ # l^)i <1^ I^) and (I^ -»
as shown in fig* l#g*
Another well-known connection for eliminating aero# 
sequence current by using ssig^sag auxiliary traneformera is shown
/ I  ' - ■ ' ' ■  ^■ ■
in fig* 1^$/ tDhe usefulness of such a network can be fully 
appreciated* if we examine the network shown in fig# l#6a# By 
this arrangement any required multiple of the sero-aequence 
component can be obtained and Injected into the external circuit# 
Whis is one of the ways of obtaining current compensation in 
distance relaying ifbr protection against earth faults#
9?he purpose of protective transformers* apart from 
providing insulation for protective gear against the high*voltage 
of the power circuit* is to supply the protective gear with 
quantities proportional to those of the power circuit but 
sufficiently reduced in magnitude so that the protective shheme
can be made economic#
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FIGi.7: FIG..3
(Dhe eoaaegtlOB# of tho G#^#© are euoîi that the output
is a aiugle ^uaatlty of the géaéràXiéeO form **aX -fcl +nl.^Sa p c o
vaSriaats of whioh are wfdelÿ uaed iu sequeuoe filter deaign# 
fhe generalised single quantity * tol.+nl * ^ is derived^ M Q p
by using four 0*^*8 in the lines, where a* b* c and &  are the
ratios of proportionality of the G*#*a in the respective phase» 
and neutral and 1^$ ï^i and are the respective phase currents 
and ^  no titrai current) $ (fig# 1#?)*
Ee#e%amining the quantity * »alg^+bf^+cl^+nl^ » * it can 
be rewritten as follows*^
al^ + bit + *%o + + *^0 + I  (V*b+I*)
= (a + §) (b + I? * |> îç » + « %
whare a* » a+ji b* # bf& and c$- # § t
Bo instead of four G*T$s$ it is possible to use three G#T*s
(neutral G#Ü, is removed) to get the same result# but now the
ratios of proportionity of G#l!#a of the respective phases are a %
1) and c^respectively* l*hC constants a# b$ c* n or a*# b*# c* 
are scalar quantities which can be either negative# positive or 
zovoi the ZOTO quantity can be obtained by removal of the G*T* 
from the desired phase*
Another useful connection of G,^.s is the * *auto^ 
transformer**t % e  theory can be explained by reference to fig# 
1#8# Here input current i % ^at « n^I^ giving
r s; 1$ and 1^ » X where n_ and are the number+ n^ c n^ + n^ l d ■
of turns of the transformer and and are the current flowing
FIG 1.9
in the two windings as shown*
application of the above is shown later while 
discussing the design of sequence filter (Art* 3#10, Table 2 
Filters 2e, 2f)*
1.3*1 BimmTioN TmmsFORMme:"
Discussion of 0*T* connections used in conjunction with 
sequence filters would be incomplete without consideration of 
summation transformers#
Normally in the summation method multi^winding trans** 
formers are used. In the primary circuit different currents are 
fed in the different coils and from the secondary the sum of the 
currents depending on the turns ratio are taken out from two out­
put terminals in the form of single phasè'^  The theory behind
the transformation is the well known relation of (Primary amp- 
turns =5 Secondary amp-turns). (Fig* 1.9)
Now let there be n number of coils and let the number 
of turns of the primary coil© be and the number of
turns of the secondary coil be ^ * Following the lines of the
previous discussion, let the current© in the primary coils be
+ V b  + + V b  +
(a^I^ + , and let the ourrent in the secondary coil
be I.
V 6 '
+ *a®a *a ♦ ( %  + %  * •* * W  h
+ (Oj_@3_ + =g %  + *- + % % )  Iq
or
-  Uj_@3_ + ^ 2 %  f - *  % \ >  \  * (^1% -k bg@2,*-+ b^@^>
f (o^#^ + 0^#^ + *-.+ 0^#^)
% Ai^ + Bly + 01^* Where A# B end 0 are conetent© depending 
on the vaXuea of ^ $ ê^t a^* So It la
again possible by the use of summation transformer to obtalh the 
output current in the form * *al f bl, + ol.* * #a  0 V
1.4 vomaf. m m s m m B R
Knowledge of polarity of V#T» is a® important a® the 
knowledge of polarity of 0»T* The following oonvention (fi^#l# 10) 
will be a s s u m e d i f  the voltage direction along the primary 
winding is towards the dot of the primary side» then, the voltage 
direction in the secondary will be along the wihding towards the 
dot of the secondary.
The fact to be considered to obtain g;ero*-sequence 
component is that the * *aero,,sequence component * * is proportional 
to the sum of the ♦*phase components**, ^ero-sequence filters 
are explained later# Elimination of^ero-eequ,#nce. component is 
passible by/sM»iilar way as used with G#T# çonneçtiohs# Thus like
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Bo avûütoci ^ 8*é&#à##aloa. on m to w m m m o o$i%y o m
tieitftil hut %V03LI Mmiù #8&me6%&0m 1$ #:c#mpli#e4 un Blmm
.#  f ig f  'lêX% tâîitsà k m  ntup^omm.%^û o^eoWmry îs^#f*a lû m t  ta  
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m û tM m l qmaatàty aa%% h# %  mmtom aammwtlGm o t fâm-
two' éeaaM%a^iaa#' # #  a f  mah a aWomtt yai?y m o fu t
te aé%##mae # 1 % #  d^ciigw*
tSMo #*#*.## mitenû oonm oti.o im (#g#
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t A
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tl'ia w #  af ail timea' # # # # # #  al wait elemeatm te tea' 
ê##igm o i  f i l t a r a  w i l l  %# aaaàMtE^aé i#  teo mb##qaaat Bmtio:m-*
à asîstbor of awtbofs have ieeôî?Abeâ 8o%yeao*#flit@»8 
whteh w e 4  te 3@ra0tte0 :»# §* 6# 11$ %4$ Ig$ 1?$ ao$ ai#
22)$ %weV0r# tete elm^ter utt^mpta to gmermlie# e#%%emoa*
filter tlmorlee umû tee approaoh to tern prohlome#
h m  hmu ehoim in the provteao mmtXQu how to ohtai» 
the qaaatity * ^ * * by o#mbte#tlcm of Wm&#termom
whei^ o a oam be either voltmg# or ohrreatf a$ h# o boteg eoalar 
ooMte##* Aat* o M  a; eaa he o^prowed by well Worn
iîîotpeaoè ompoiwutu Wofm# B# 5$ 6) #$
3L # f 3§^_
@5_ % #1:^ 'f'Ç T ’* O
Where  ^gooitive gioqwao# eom^ o&o&t (veotor) of three ottehli
negative àëqmeao# oomgoaemt (v&otor) of three atteuli
. JS^ » Kj, and
* # mPü 8$%aoaoe çempoaottt (veotor) of febroe stiraalâ
\* %  \
4 IPA^ p **,4
# 0*^   ^ #" o e  ^ a M  te oateAtetteao $*#$*
will be tised. ao the referma# phmme if met othorwie# etatod*
lOhe above rolatioao of the sequence components will be 
the basis for the dâeign of filters*
> ' It is already mentioned that the term aequence^fiXter
is used to cover any electrical network designed to isolate one or
more of the three sequence components from an unbalanced three
phase supply» Any sequence* filter consists of an electrical
circuit to which throe input stimuli of the same nature x $ anda D
are applied and the output of the filter can be either single# 
phase or three*phaso quantities# She term stimuli is used in a 
general sense to include voltage# current, m f  and flux#
A filter is nemied by the aequonce somponent or
‘ s
components present in the output quantity or quantities, e#g# a 
filter is called a *♦positiva#0equence#voltage#filter•* when the 
output quantity of the filter contains only a positive^sequence 
component directly proportional to the poaitive-sequence component 
of the input quantities and when it is a voltage driven filter*
Filters with single*phase output will be, hereafter, 
called elngle-phase filters, the output of which may contain any 
one or any two of the sequence components* Filters with three-^  
phase output will be called, hereafter, three*phase filters, the 
output of vdiioh may contain either positive or negative sequence 
components only, the reason being explained in a subsequent section 
on three-phase filters (Art* 5*^)
Before proceeding further, three more important point® 
must be discussed* teese are (1) ü?hevenin^s or Horton’s
5 phase 
Line
V.T. or C*T, Bank depending on 
v/hether the filter is voltage or ^ 
current drivem, ;
Filter- Network Elements
1
C;.
-w'
3 phase ( 3 wire or 
4 wire ) input
FIG 2.1
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equiralent ot a eequenq# filter# (E) Dual oiroult and (g)
Meeea^ity for phase shifting hy circuit elements#
2.2 tpœvENiH m  A m  .mm^Qn >0 m m i m m m
Thù arrangement for a single phase filter circuit"is
shown in Fig» 2#1# By applying %hevenin*8 %eqrem$ the filter
circtiit can he replaced by a constant voltage service connected
in series with an internal impedance E as shown in Fig. 2#2(a) »s
it can also bo represented by ïlorton^s equivalent 
circuit as shown in Fig#2'2(b) where
Assuming the filter circuit to be linear the following 
relations can he arrived at$m
where V^i and X^# and are the input phase voltages
or phase currents to the filters from the three phase system and 
b^i c^ and a^$ b^ or c. are constants (complex quantities)
depending on the filter circuit elements» It is obvious that 
the output of a filter will contain the sequence component or 
component8 which are present in or 1^*
11
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A circuit designed as a Voltage filter can be utilised
to derive a corresponding circuit for use as a current filter and
vice*»versa, by satisfying the condition of duality (Bef# 5)* To 
find the dual circuit obrr®3ponding to a given circuit* the 
following graphical hetbod is followed as suggested in G#I# 
Atabekovas book (Bef* g)# *^ A point la talcen in each mesh of the
given circuit and is cmmined as the future node of the dual 
circuit* \
*fhe nodes corresponding to each pair of adjacent meshes
are inter*»connected by parallel branches# the nmiber of which is
equal to the circuit common to the two meshes# ïho elements of 
the parallel branches are analogs^* of the elements of the 
given circuit#, (a cxvrrent source servos as the analog of a 
voltage source a capacity ae that of an inductance, and conductance 
as that of a resistance)**. But this system is applicable only 
to co^planar netmrksi no method has yet been described for non*» 
co^planar networks,
$0 avoid extra work for deriving generalised theories 
separately for voltage and current filters, deductions are made 
only for current filters$ corresponding voltage filters can easily 
be derived by duality, Examples will follow later in the text*
For non**co-»planar circuits, current and voltage filters are 
designed separately.
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Let the quantity * *ax^ + * * be examined, and
this can be written as fallows by putting the components and
%
ax + bx- + ex. ss a(x^ t X 4. x^) f b(# % + #x f x^)
+ c(êx^ f #^X + X. )% o
2 2 
- (a + (§ b 4* # )  X + (a + @b + # c)x^ 4* a + b 4- c)xo
a (a " gb * ** (b •» e)x^ 4* (a » ^b ^ + j^^^b ** c)x^
4» (a 4' b 4" 0)x #»*»«###|##|||# #»«####*«* WiMm ,»«#«;** W A* ^  ^ ^
0
Now if it is required to eliminate the positive sequence components
only then (a |b ^ %c) ^ j|^ (b * 0) must be equal to zero, i.e.
1 1 (a gb ** pc) » 0
^ ( b  * c) s 0 which give a » b =: e 
as a, b and c are scalar constants because the quantity ax^ 4* bx^
4* cx^ is in this case derived by transformer connections only.
So the expression (01c) becomes equal to (a 4* b 4» c)x^
» gax^ which means instead of elimination of desired positive 
sequence component only# both the positive and negative sequence 
components are eliminated leaving the ^ero sequence component.
In the previous chapter it has been shown that elimination of the 
zero sequence component is possible by transformer connections only 
and here it can be seen that it is also possible to obtain the aero 
sequence component by transformer connections only* But the positive 
and negative sequence components are inter*»relatad# if one is
13
h 3c / ^ 9 'h f h %
( b  *  o )
eliminated* the other i© also eliminated and if one is present^ 
the other is also present holding a definite relation as shown 
belowf by re^orlentation the expression (Olo) which is equal to
where
^  b  *  *  ( ^ C f e  «  o )  h ^  ÇÎ a  -f b  ^  c  a n d
# - tan —    Y
a "» ^
^  ci
here h and h^ are both scalar constant# as a* b o  are scalar 
constante too*
In the above expression* it can be seen that and
have both the same constant coefficient h and the same vector angle 
but negative in one case and positive in the other*
But If a* b and c* the constant coefficients of t,.a  ■ D
and % respectively* are madef vector^ instead of scalar* then it 
is possible* by proper choice of these coefficients* to obtain or 
eliminate any of the sequence components# Phase shifting is 
necessary to obtain vector quantities a* b and c#
a # g  F ih m m R a s *
It has been shown by equation (Old) that when a #* b a ç 
then the quantity * 4^ cx^** becomes equal to
which means that it contains only mvo sequence components* Bet 
% be replaced by I (current stimulus) and put a = b s c, then 
quantity ^ * °*o”  ''*Ca +
::..nr> *
.  ^ '■ , 
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indicates how to bonstract a aero sequence filter; such a filter 
is shown in Fig* 2*3) where the output from the star^oonneeted : ' 
contains only ^sera^sequenoe components# is the portion
of currei^tapped out in the secondary aide of the current 
transformers from the primary# Bo* as mentimiod before* it is 
possible to obtain the sero^seqUence filters by using transformers 
only* % e  Bualmvolt&ge filter is shown in fig# 2#3& where the 
output from the open^âèlta connected V##*s contains only aero* 
sequence components* A three#phase transformer of the shell 
type, with independent magnetic circuits# or three single^phas# 
transformers, must be used to obtain accurate scro^sequeiice 
voltage# ,
2*6 Mmà&giVB 8F#Emm wxtmm
Bieee can be grouped into two major families
(1) Series type and (2) Bridge type* which are discussed below#
2.6*1 m m m  npn
8 ‘C Bet there be n^* elements of impedance 0^* ##. Z^
etc*# connected in series* and let a current of the form
(Al^ 4- Bl, + 0I_) flow through each of these elements as shown in « 0 0
fig# 2*4* tfhis current is derived from the appropriate C*‘f* bank 
or by the current summation method as discussed in the previous 
chapter* It can be shown (Appendix lA) that to obtain a negative 
^sequence filter the following relation must hold goods
,9 . U-
<X>
FIG 2 5
4^ , .4 -,
c '
-7^.^
,1.% f
7 t - -  ' : '
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wh^ro a ss ^ + '^a^ a
b = + BgZg + 4
c p ^ ***~ "  +
From the above equation (id)* i% oau Tae seen also that a - b #
c %
a#6*a BRIDGE mip#
In thla type of filter two stimuli (A^I^ t 4 
and (A^ Ig^  4» 4» ) ure fed in a bridge network consisting of
four impedances & 0^ and output is taken from a
diagonal of the bridge in the manner shown in Fig# S*^#
From the conception of Horton*s equivalent circuit* it 
can be said that if the ♦♦short circuit♦♦ current through the out^ 
put terminals contains onlv^négative sequence component then the 
network is a negative sequence filter# By ♦♦short circuit♦♦ is 
meant short circuiting of/output terminals# Bo the basic idea of 
the network is to achieve a short circuit current which contains 
only negative^oequence component# T0 achieve this aim*
(A^I^ $ ^l^b * ^l^G^ t + Gglg) are given phase
shifts by 0^ in parallel with and in parallel with Z^
respectively in the short circuited condition# It is to be noted
that the short circuit current is the summation of currents throu^ 
Zj^ and It can be shown (Appendix IB) that the following
16 ;
condition has to be satisfied to make it a desired negative-sequeno* 
filtek**"»
-(ig)
l^icl * *2^2 Bjk^ + BgiCg ^ * (^ 2^ 2
^  1 - @ @ 2 - 1
where kg = Z}^  ' t"g^
2.7 POSiaiVE^SEQOSMOi FILTER
As tbs positive sequence is exactly the reverse of 
negative sequence dotation# a positive*sequenee filter can be 
obtained by interchanging the two input phase*#terminals of a 
negative sequence filter while keeping the third fixed*
2.8 O Œ R  CTB.S OF WlJJSm
So far it has been discussed the principles of basic 
types of filters aero, negative and positive sequence filters, 
but there can be other types of filters also, e*g* combined filter 
with an output of positive and negative components together* 
Discussion of these can be dealt with more conveniently after 
developing design principles of the basic types of filter, which 
are considered in the next section*
In the previous two mentions the basic principles of 
transforiiistlohf p##$#*ehiftiag miû filter network# have hmm 
dlscuosod* W t  more details# analysis l# required for âesl&n 
purposes# # #  first part of this swtlom is devoted to *a 
investigation of # a  proper Mop  of filtor^alomoate and the latter 
part to actual design problems of basic filtors#
3*a etM&müwg
# 0  %$oe o f #*''!## are usually involve# to  f i l t e r  a#W
war&s*
<15 Oéf#s which have low aeoom#ry leakage roaotano© are oulled 
low reaotauoe 0#%o, #*g# #mm#$rto#l primary wound* rto^^core 
with toroidal eeooadary wiadtoga, and
<2) #*W*s which have hi #  oecoudary ioW^mg# roactano# are emlled 
high reaotanoe mwmnt transformers* e#g* imspimetrtoal prtoary 
wauaci* buildup cores* with toeomplete windtog of the eore*
'im i rose taw# are used in the majority of the qaaea*
partioularly/whil# tapping theÿurremt from the myatem# but high 
reaetauee 8*##s' fiuâ their a,ppltoatiou$ ae iatommdiate trausform*^ 
era in filtor networks*
Doseripttone of protective #*#*s can be found to the 
literature (Be#* 1*45, but for the preeoat purpose the most
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valuable thing to know is the equivalent circuit of a C,T, as 
shown in Fig. wheref*^  ^is the impedance of the magnetising
branch and is the total secondary impedance* including leakage
\impedance, rlead, dapedance, and any other series impedance (such 
as additional burden due to overcurrent relays) and 0^ is the 
load impedance*
In design the main consideration is that the series 
impedance# which consists of in series with the burden* must 
be very low in comparison with shunt impedance* 21 * usually leasm \\
than 10^ of 21^ * is not a linear impedance, but it is quite
justifiable to take it as a linear impedance within the working 
raage^ for approximate calculations* when accurate calculation 
or operation in the saturated region of the core is required* non#* 
linearity of the shunt impedance must be considered*
It can be shown (A%)pendix IX) that instead of ♦♦ideal
(or theoretical) current output♦♦ of the G*T** a different♦current
output♦ obtains according to the following relations**#
K t
♦ ♦current output from a O.T* = 6 ^
mag
where let « ♦ ♦ ideal current output♦♦ of the G*T*
« ♦ ♦ideal voltage across** the G#*f*
V s  = ^ g
a , « current output coefficient » ^
■m s
When 2 is very large* as is usually in practice* then a^ . can be m c V
taken as unity and 2.  ^4mag m
i
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Actual equivalent circuit
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From the above relation of current output* it can be
appreciated that this diversion of •♦output current*• from the 
•♦ideal condition** will cause an error in sequence filters#
3^3 IHTElWf^DlAM qtJHBMg (DRMBFORKœ
In the above discussion on the equivalent circuit* no 
consideration has been given to the constants of the primary 
winding* due to the fact that the voltage required to drive the 
primary current through the primary winding is,derived directly 
from the external system network# Intermediate Current 0?raneform# 
era are interposed between the main and the sequence network
and therefore to calculate the effect of these C#!f#s on the main 
burden and overall transformation error* a full equivalent 
cirduit including both primary and secondary windings is 
required#
3# 4 V O m C E  fBATOFDHMlp
Th0 principle of voltage transformer is similar to that 
of a power transformer and its equivalent circuit is exactly the 
same as that of a power transformer# Buch an equivalent circuit 
is shown in Fig# 3#lb* all constants referred toj^secondary side* 
But in the case of the magnetising current ia comparable to
secondary current
It can be shorn from the equivalent circuit (Appendix 
III) that the output voltage is given by the expression;##
20
output voltage = n_*(V *  ^r v 'ip t  p t  "  Ip^.-'-g2J
z , a (z + z )
c ideal output voltage
tt Ideal output (secondary ouïrent)
“ Geoondary leakage impedance
^8l ^ primary ♦* •»
^ magnetising branch ♦ ♦
= load impedance
#.e above oppression is on the basis* which is usually true* that
Such a 6versionJ)of ♦•output quantity** from ••ideal quantity** is 
a source of error in a filter network.
3*3, MUtgtJAL-#ÎHDÜ01WHCB -
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The equivalent circuit of a * *mutual#*inductor* * is exactly 
the same as that of à transformer# In a transformer, the 
magnetising impedance in the working region is usually very high 
in comparison to the burden* but that is not the case with **Mutual 
-inductors’*# Again due to the air#*gap in the core* the mutual 
inductor has a very low iron-loss component and is lees affected 
by saturation#
3,6 APPRAOqH TO PHOBMMB;-
The following two points are the basic and preliminary 
coneiderations for filter design problems;-
(a) Care in thé design and selection of filter elements and
(b) Simplicity of the filter network*
(a) Qoncorniag impedance elements* it has to be
I r 0
remembered that their/value lies/in the first and fourth II /
quadrants of the rectangular co-ordinates
To minimise error due to the first point is that
the excitation current should be very low in comparison to burden 
current* Another quality to be maintained is low leakage impedance 
of the secondary side# It becomes sometimes uneconomical to . 
maintain the above conditions* So us an alternative, turn 
compensation can be applied (Kef* 1) to compensate the magnitude 
of current* This can readily be done when using intermediate 
current transformers which usually have large number of secondary 
turns*
The errors due to V*T*a are usually negligible; however, 
if wanted, the turn compensation method can be suitably applied* 
Because of the largo number of turns in the primary, high accuracy 
in oompenaation of the magnitude of voltage is possible# During 
faiilt conditions V*T*s have to work at much lov;er voltages than 
the rated condition which may cause a greater ratio of proportionity 
of exciting current to burden current than in the normal caseef». 
even then the difference between the magnitude of the derived 
voltage and the ideal voltage is negligible*
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(b) Simpliçïlt^ the fewei? eiroüit eXemente the better 
ia à clealrabXe f m W r e  in design frem the eeonomieal and 
teohnieai point of viev/*
It is not possible to further aimpXify the «ero^aequenee 
filtere^ discussed in the last section (Art* E*5). Howeveri if
the neutral wire in the System is available then only one 0*%* 
placed in the neutral wire will make a j^ero^sequenoe filter*
Another method (Heft 6) of measuring Sero«aequenoe 
voltage is shown in Fig# 3^ *^  ^where use of transformers is 
avoided# /fhevenin^s or Horton’s equivalent circuits of this 
netwqgc is shown in Fig# )*2a and Fig# g*2b# As this filter
oénstituteè of impedance elements $ it is leas/officlen%^ than the
\  ' ' 
filter with open-^delta connected secondaries (Fig* 2#ga)*
For positive and negative sequence filters# generalised 
theories Of series and bridge types of filters have bean derived# 
In the series type, from, the equation (Art* 2*6*1) it can be seen 
that a theoretically infinite ^ number of filters can be designed 
by talking different values of etc*, and A^, 0^,
A^f Bp* Op etc* It has boon shown in the Appendix IVA
that it is ImpOBeible to design positive or negative sequence 
filters with only one impedance element* Birnplioity is of prime 
importance so the aeries type filters with two or three impedance 
elements and bridge type filters which may consist at the maximura 
of four impedance elements will bé considered* As explained 
before* a negative sequence filter can work as a positive sequence
( 23 )
filter by â more 4ntor*cbangt of any two input quantities of the 
three-phase supply keeping the third fixed# the disousaion on 
négative sequence filters# which have a wide field of application# 
will therefore provide the complete picture for both positive and 
negative sequence filters#
5*6#ia BBBXBB w ïm  m o m x m  B m n m m  m h f m  ^ x m  m ro  xmBdmoM
From equation (Id) (Art* 2*6#1) it can be shown 
(Appendix IVB) that the following conditions have to be satisfied 
to obtain a negative sequence filters 
2,
r^, An t #2 \ tv/
% 1 ■ + (W.% -
AiTV Hh Be) fS 0 As)'2 '2 &
where 2^# S^ p# A^* A^ etc* represents the usual parameters as 
explained before (Art# 2*6) thé number of impedance elements >n* 
being equal to two#
Equations (#) and (4e) show that the two input stimuli 
should be free from Sero**sequence oomponente# % e  following six 
stimuli (ï^ . 1%), - %g), (I^  * I*), (ï^ - %g), (ÏJ, *• and
(Ï » I ) are of the required type which can be eimply obtained» 
Combinations of two input stimuli can be ohosen from any of the 
fcillowins categories (1) 1(1^  ^* m(l^ # 1^)
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where and m are real poaitive or negative quantities» Because
and maintains the cyclic order configuration it Can be 
appreciated that any other combination of the above six stimuli 
falls v.nder either one of the four categories# e*g
|l)(l^ « 1^)# m(I^ * 1^) falls under the first category#
From equation (4c)# it can be shown (Appendix IVO.) that
the conditona to be satisfied to obtain negative sequence filters
arot«
(1) ~  a x^6o^ for first category (Fig.>,-^>—— *'-(4f)
2
(2) = ^1^0* •’ second ”  (Fig,5".*3T5T’*‘*“*“‘^^^^
^1 %
(3)-^ a «  /30* "  third •» (Fig 3vÿo.).-*— (4h)'
2
tand (4) ^  7*90* "  fourth "  .3_v?_d)-----(7^1)
where x all cases*
O'
X
A number of such filters ^ rs given in feble 1*
^#6*lb BMBXBB NE0AOTE BEQUSCH WlLTBm WITH
m i jë*04ÉWi Ë* i jI* i f##, * t * =  <H*f>m<%* MW I     ------------------------
I&JPBDANCÏJ TfflEMïïfflîJSs
Again from equation (Id), (Art, 2*6*1), it can be shown 
(Appendix IVii) that to obtain a negative sequence filter# the 
following conditions have to be satisfieds-
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Filter Network Network
Constants
Internal 
Impedance 
of the 
filter
Impe­
dance
quality
Output quantity
60• matched 
burden
90“ matched 
burden
VA-quality
60*
matched
burden
go-
matched
burden
Frequency
quality
la
=R/60*
\~3R/30* 30* 0.91 /15‘ 0.27 0.333 0.5
2g=R
Do
2^ =R
Z^=R/-60*
\'3R/-30‘ -30' 1.221 /-I5" 1.731 /-30* 0.5 1.0 0.5
lb
Do
Zj^=R/-30*
Z^=R/-90*
V3R/-$0" -60" 1.731 /-30' 1.0 3.76 0.5
Ic
Id
Z^ =R/-90"
Z^=R/30°
R/-30" -30' 2.121 /-45* 31 /-60* 1.5 3.0 0.765
Z^=R/-60"
Do
0 "
z^=r/6o "
1.731 /-30" 2.121 /-i 1.0 1.5 0,866
le
If
Z =V'3R/6c|"
2.64RA9 49" -0.33I_ ^ -0.351 /-90 0.062 0.070 0.5
r c #
— |EG;:3:
Z^ =V3R
Mutual
Reactance
= JR
?2R/30* =30* »1.56I-A16! i -1.731 i .462 t .577 0.5
z ^=r/-6o ‘
Zg=R 2R O' 0.8651 /-9Cf I.061/-105 0.75 1.125
Ih
Z,=R/6o °
0.29
0.58 For
Z c . «
il
— U tr<i
Z^=R/-60"
Z,=R/oO'
2R O' 1.51 /-6O' 1.841 /-75 0.75 1.125 0.29
• NOTE : It is 
it is
to be noted that a matched burden is impossible to achieve, but
chosen because it is the extreme case of pure inductive burden.
Filter Network Network
constants
Internal 
Impedanc e 
of the 
filter
Impe­
danc e 
quali 
ty
Output quantity
60“ matched 
burden
90° matched 
burden
VA-quality
60°
matched
burden
90°
matchec
burden
Frequency
quality,
r-#-
4 3
<©— t
c m
Z^ =R/60‘
Z,=R 
Z,=R/60'
■R/30‘ 30° 8 .91 /15” l_ 730° 0.2 0.2$ 0 .5
2-, =R/-6o'
Do Z^ =R/-60' '^4r/-30‘ -30' 1.221 /-15« 1.731 7-30' 0.373 0.75 0.5
2b
Do
2c
2^=R7-90'
Z2=V3R
Z-=B
(l+v 5)V 2 -q$“ 7.121. 7.-22. 3-.A3L .7 -37.S O....94. a. 58. 0.29^-
Do
2d
2^ =21^
Z^=2R7=20'
24=^02:
Rzl-3o° -30° 2.. 451 7-1$' 3.461 7-30' 1.0 2.0
3iv. 3^
5 H
2.=R7-90°
Z^ =f3R
2R7-30' -30' 1.061 7-45' 1.51 7-60' 0.866 1.732 0.5
r - # -
2f
<S)— I
2R7-60° -60 ‘ 1.5 1 à. 91 7-15° 1.732 6.4$ 0.$
2£
Zi=V3R,(:z90
Zg=R
Z^=V'3R7-90
24=^'3R&:20
1.3357-71 -71' 4.61 /8.20.6 0.96 6.2$ 0.5
Do
z^ =r76o°
z,=r7-6o '
1.0 I 1.221 7-15' 0.333 0.5 0.58
2h
» NOTE : It is to be noted that a 90° matched burden is impossible to acBiieve, but 
it is chosen because it is the extreme case of pure inductive burden .
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whQK'e % is ail arbitrary ooaetànt amd etc*
repreecEt the u?suaX conataat parMetors as e%:plalaed before* the 
aumber of impodanoe ©Xemeata *a* beiag.equal to three#
A liat of eerlea type Af^flXtera ie giveu iu liable X*
3#6.a m m m  m^ w m Bi©TOHO® Fitmms .  L U l_------------  ' ' ' ' "   -    - =  ‘   J. . .^ . .. 4. .     .     ■ t*.   
Ae with the ear lee type/of) f 13. ter a* and bearing In mind 
' . ' Lx'^
-the requirement of simplicity* a group of filters, where the two 
stimuli and are derived from a delta^comiooted 0#f# banic* 
are considered here (3fig* 3*4)t
Frois equation (Ig) (Art* 2#6*2) it can be shown 
(Appendix V) that the following relation h m  to be satisfied to
obtain a negative aequence filterî
«  A j1 4- m. -(3b)
2,
whore M.
'2 5
A number of such filters are given in fable 3$ some of which have 
been in use for some time (Bef* 5)*
926
Zxi addition to the faotora already deaorifoed in the 
above articles* some further features must be considered in the j
design problems# These arei^ Frequency quality, Impedance
\
quality and VA quality# j
V 1.
3.7 gRBQPlBNQY QBABIgYi-
'  i^ L # 'g # ■ i^pi **#irw— wiippr^-aMÉtu ii i*
Since impedance elements other than fjreactance)are 
frequency sensitive* an error is introduced in the filter output 
due to frequency variation# Brrors caused by freque i^cy 
deviation are mentioned by many authors (Bef# 3»^» 14) and in one 
^publication* by Livingston (Eef* 14)* a suitable explanation is 
given about its effect in relay applications* It has been shown 
how the error resulting from a variation in frequency of 1G%* can 
be serious with only email values of unbalance factor (*'unbalance 
factor** is defined as negative sequence current* oitproseed as a 
fraction of positive sequence current) in a low^setting relay operated 
by a.negative sequence filter#
All filters will behave very badly for large frequency 
deviation and some additional device is necessary to minimise this 
effect# But even fox' small frequency deviation the effect can be 
sometimes serious as dlseusaod above* Bo in choosing a sequence 
filter proper care has to bo given rfor^  its behaviour even for a 
small deviation#
Brror duo to any component is the * *difference between 
outputs of that component at nominal and. deviatod frequency
27
respectively* * expressed as a fraction of deaired output of the 
filter*
When a negative (as well aa poaitive) sequence fi&ter 
is freed from * *aero-^aequenoe* * oomponexit by the uae of **oroaa*- 
conneoted** or*delta«connected* transformer aecondary windings
I
(e#g* (1^ *• 1^) or ^ 1^)^question of error with the presence 
of aero#*sequence component due to frequency deviation doea not 
arise because for small frequency deviation tranBformor**oharaçt©riB- 
tice practloaXly do not alter; but if the elimination of **%ero^ 
sequence** component is achieved by the origination of impedance 
elements then the * terror* * has to be considered*
Livingston ha© also shown that the greater portion of the 
resultant eri'or in a negative sequence filter aiJplication* ia 
contributed by the poEitlve-sequonee component# the contribution 
by negative sequence component being relatively insignificant*
^0 it is felt justifiable to consider **positlve*^aequence error** 
(i#e* error contributed by positive sequence component) as a 
criterion of performance of a nogative^^aequencc filter while 
oonsidering the effect of small frequency deviation#
Livingston $ then, has shown how to compmisate a filter 
against this error* The method, which involves more complex 
netv/orkB, Is baaed on the mathematical logic that, while 
considering a small frequency deviation, if at nominal frequency 
the poaitive*BOquençG^error has %ero rate of change with respect 
to frequency and is of sero magnitude, then the effect of error
28
will be iasignifleant* The rate of change of positive-^sequeno©-^
error vjlth respect to frequency at nominal frequency Is called 
the ♦*frequency quality*’; frequency error and quality are usually 
expressed in terms of absolute values# Mathematically, frequency 
quality (denoted by ^  ) is expressed as follows
m3 ddk (positive sequence error))' g)Ik a 1
where k =% ratio of actual to nominal;j^o^ueacy (Appendix VI) 
The following useful relationsSa^e derived from relation„(u)
IA V
1^; = I
OC-
1
BO’
dK
d k
k  =  1
k
W  Dpi M l  a w  «4*m * • *  «I ^  6 b )
where V00' « 0*0# voltage due to negative seq. component at nominal frequency
f (k) = 0*0# voltage due to positive sequence component
 ^ when frequency is k.times nominal frequency
» 8*0# current due to negative sequence component
at nominal frequencysc*
f (k) £s s#c# current due to positive sequence component 
when frequency is k times nominal frequency
The folloi^ing formula derived from the same expression (Appendix
VI, 6f) is very helpful fqr the calculation of frequency quality
for a bridge filter;^ *
k  6 m - .  *
a^(k> 
d k  O k T
k a 1
where Zp etc* are the impedance of the four bridge elements 
at nominal frequency and %^(k), 2i^ (k) etc# are the corresponding
29
lmp©dTOeoa at K. times nominal
ffee main drawback of Mxlggoton*.$ methods of ooraponsatlon 
is that the filters become sof iheffiolent and the networks so
complex that they are not praotloaXXy--feasible#
It is shown later (Art# 3tlO) that oven without any 
compensation it Is poasibl^xW achieve the same purpose in a filter 
which is also highly officientI e,g* filter Hd, fehle 2$ which is 
authoroim  design# ^
In conclusionI it can be mentioned again that the lower 
the * * frequency quality** the leas the frequency error# By term 
 ^*frequency quality^ *, we will mem% the effect of positive* 
sequence component^ if not otherwise stated, In a negative sequence 
filter#
iw m m m m  # A h iei k m  vom*aMp ,
*##k,AK. ii « 1.1 * # # | k l uw aiK W * M ' ^ M ' H*  '■ ■  «vH*HànMp ^mn>.i..ij j  _
term **matohad impedance** is well-known* 9)ho idea 
of matching of impodancea ia to obtain maximum volt*amp (¥4) out* 
put frpra à known source of supply (e,g* a sequence filter)# It 
can be shown (Appendix ¥11) that if 'à^ /0X and /^p are
source and burden impedances respectively^ien for matched 
condition and W ±%#j In practice it is
not possible to fulfil the second condition on account of the 
presence of activé impedances (i*e# resistances) in the filters 
and in the load# 0o for matching purpose# apart from equal
30^
absolut© magnitudes of impedances# the angles, when possible, 
should be close in magnitude to 3^  and opposite in sign*
Usually burden (relay) impedances lie in the first quadrant 
(say 6o* to 9 0 so the source impedance angle should be near 
*1^  for high VA output* This angle of the source impedance will 
be called * *impedance quality***
j vA-Vwput)
And * *VA*^quality * * iiîill represent the(VA«outpu'y^)of the 
desired soquonce* In a polyphase network, either balanced or 
unbalanced, the total vector volt-amperes is the square root of the 
sum of the squares of the total active power and the total reactive 
power*
It has been shown by one example (Appendix VllA, Art 
3#10, Filter He, Table 2) that the positive*'seuqmnce VA input is
I___
equal to the negative*sequence VA.input for the same supply 
quantities* Bo for easier calculations of **VA-quality* * of a 
negative^sequence filter, * *VA'^ ii%put* * is calculated with the 
Xîositivo-Bêquence component, and **VA-output* * with negative 
sequence component# It is to be noted that it is not possible to 
calculate VA-'input from the Thevenin*© or Horton’s equivalent 
circuit#
High ” VA**quality * * is a desired feature of a filter#
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If the two input stimuli 1(1^  ^-• I^) and m(l^ - I^) are 
fed aorosB and Z^ rospeotively (Fig* 3#ïa) then to obtain a 
negative sequence filter the necessary condition to be satisfied
%  m
is where % « ^  (Art# 3#^*la)# If 1 and m are
positive, i#e# input etiàauli are in the same direction then x is 
a positive quantity in which case the angle of 2^ (eay ÿ  ') 
lie between -• 30* and 90*, i#e. 90* f *> •*'30*i and the angleooff 
Z^ (say f ) must lie between .^ 90* and 30*, i.e# 30*:^  f ^ **90*#
For any other value for either of those angles, it can be seen 
that it is impossible to oo**ortinate the impedance element© so
has to satisfy the relation * 3ty^60* * It can be seen
4 # ^  w w m e e w i i *
(Appendix Villa) that, everything else remaining fixed, the VA- 
quality (Fig# 01) varies as x varies# It starts with a
minimum as x ^  0, then reaches maximum, then drop© again as 
X -V 6(?* Again it can be seen that the VA~quality improve© as Z^ 
is made capacitive, e*g# with 60* matched burden, choosing 
f ^ *90* (i#e# » *30*) the VA*quality reaches about 1#24
ifhen X a whereas with y - 0* (i#e# = 60*) the maxiumuin
VA*quality is #266# Impedance quality also improves a© 2^is 
made capacitive. As for frequency quality it varies between 
to .29 (Appendix V I H  b). If 6o*> and 0*^ f > -6o*
then the frequency quality becomes less than #3$ and it has a
32
minimum value of #29 when y. ^ =; /5Q* and f % /-30** and
quality
lying in any other ©one, the frequency ia always #3* But even 
with these improvements it will ho found later (Art# 3#10,Table 2) 
that in comparison with some bridge type of filters, these filters 
are inferior#
If any one of the input stiiuuli are reversed, then the
^1 A ^1
relation ^  / 60*, i#e# g* s= x/*120* must hold good to
2 , 2 
to obtain a negative sequence filter# Bo must lie between
*90* to *30*, i*e# *30* ^ * ÿ *90* and y must lie between 30*
and 90*, i#e# 90* ^ T  ^  90*i thus 2^ is always a capacitive
element and 2^ is an inductive element# Though the ¥A*quality
and impedance quality are better with this arrangement than with
previous arrangement, they suffer from poor frequency quality,
the minimum value of which can be #?6g (Appendix Vlll 0# Bqn# (8q),
Table 1)# Because of this drawback, they are never a good choice
as a filter#
3*9.lb TWO*ELMSOT FIITBRB WITH STlMULl l(r * I. ) & m(I * I)t& w « O
It is already shown (Art# 3#6#la, Appendix IVb, Fig, 3*3b)
that for this type the condition to be satisfied to obtain a
^1 X ^
negative sequence filter is g** = ^  /I30* where x » ^ # If 1 and
m are positive quantities, i#o# stianuli flow in the same direction 
then X is a positive quantity# In such a case Ÿ * (angle of 2^)
lies between 60* and 90*$ i#e# 90* 13^ ^ V  ^ 0* and T (angle of 2^)
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lies betweea «90* an4 i*e* ^  which indicates
that 0^ is always on induetiye and always capacitive* It
will be found (Appendix 13Ca) that though improvement of VA*-quality 
(Fig* 02} and impedance quality can be achievedi, they suffer from 
very poor frequency quality (Appendix #Xb) $ e.g* with "*90^ ,
= 1*8; with f » # u « l*8g and with p « 1*8# For
this reason they are not a good choice as a filter*
How if one of the stimuli is revorsed* then with this 
arrangement to Obtain a negative sequence filter the condition to
be satisfied is ^ ^ /IgQ*  ^sa ^  /**>3Q^ * Hence^ and ( ^
lie in the region ^ ÿ ^90* and 90* ^ Y ^  *^60* respectively#
It can he shown (Appendix lK(c))*9m) that their
performance regarding VA'^qualities (Fig* 03) is very poor (e*g*
with 6o* matched burden and with Y" « 6o* $ the maximum VA#quality
which can be achieved at this condition by varying x is only #068
(approximately); similarly with thé same burden and with Y =
maximum VA#quality (Fig* 03) is only *50 (approximately))*, for
this reason they are not a good choice as flit era* It is to be
noted that the frequency quality varies from *5 to *134 (Appendix
lX(d)># I#en 30^ 0** and 0* ÿ . **30^ $ frequency quality
becomes less than *5 and it is minimum (u = ,134) when Y  % Ig^ and
value of Y'
E5 #15®* For any other it is always 0*5#
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FitTEpa wxra lii^  ^  %^ ) & m(i% * x^ )
By a similar invoatigatia»» networks with etimuli 
1(1^ I^) and m(î^ (Fig* 3*3o) eau be seen to have
ejcaçtly the same qualities as have been aohieved with previous 
type of filters#
'
2#9#Id TOo*BbWBW f i m m s  m m  B n m t i  i(%^ * x^) & x j
In thi# 4%8# (Fig* 3*5d) the condition to be satisfied
to obtain a negative sequence filter is ^  If 1 and
2.
m are positive quantities* i*e, stimuli flow in the sami» direction 
then % is a positive quantity* In such a case y^Ui*e* angle 
of lies between 0 and **-90* * i*e* Y an^/^i*e# angle
of Sg) lies between 90^ and 0** i*e* 90* ^ 0^* Effecting a
compromise between all the qualities» networks of this category 
are by far the best of two»*element series type filters# 1‘heir 
frequency quality is always equal to #3 (AppendixX (loi) )* ^ho 
VA quality achieved is quite high* e#g# with #90^ and with 6o* 
matched burden the maximum VA quality (Fig* G4) which can be 
achieved at this condition by varying x is approximately #91»
With same burden and ]p 0* * maximum VA quality which can be 
achieved at this condition by varying x is 1,78 (approximately).
It will be seen later (Art* 3*10) that as regards VA-quality they 
are comparable to bridge"^typo filters*
If one of the stimuli is reversed it will be seen that
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the similar result can be achieved*
THERE^^ELEMMO? BBBIEB FXLlITOl
Here* as a result of the increased number of variables * 
à greater number of filters can be devised* As an example# let 
the Filter (le) of Table 1 (Fig* 3*9)» which has a poor frequency 
quality (*866)* be considered* Because it is a negative sequence 
filter# the open circuit output voltage is independent of 
positive sequence components* and the general expression can be 
written as 0^^ e Re-orienting,
®oc = (la * - (Ib -
= I^R/«60* - I^(R/.60' + R/6o*) + X^R/60*
This expression# with three items# immediately suggests that if 
— 1^ and are passed through B/^60* # B and B/60  ^respectively# and 
added together# an alternative to the above filter can be obtained 
and this leads to a three-^element filter as shown in Fig. (3#9&)*
It can be noted that many such two^element filters can 
be converted to three^element filters.
In the above arrangement it can be seen that *’frequency 
quality”  improves to *29 (Table 1) and the other qualities 
remain satisfactory. However# aero*sequence error is introduced. 
It can be verified from eqn* (4;i) (Art* 3*6*lb) that to obtain a 
negative sequence filter with such input currents# the following
: 3 6 )
relations must hold good;
; #2 * - /*60* ? 1 Î /60* . aero-*sequonoQ frequency error
can be eliminated by replacing 1^$ and by and 1^^
respectively as shown in Fig* 3*5b* Even with this improvement 
it will be found later (Art* 3*10) that this is not as good as 
some of the bridge flitera*
Mhen the input currents are 1^^* the following
relation (Appendix 3C1) must hold good to obtain negativevsequence 
filter;
1 + '^ là:ès.* + ° “l = g- and mg = ^  ,
B 3
This equation is similar to that of eqn* (9b) (Art* 3*6*2) of 
bridge-typo filter* In the bridge type there are four impedanoa 
element5 (^^* which are related to a similar equation
wh&nea iiL ■ - 1 and m' ?; *4 (oqu* 5b)* In the series type there
is a common term both and m^# whereas in the bridge type
there is no such coimnon term in and m^* Bo the flexibility 
of choice of and in bridge type is greater than that in
series type* A treatment with such wider range of choice in
bridge-type is given in the next article (Art* 3*10)* As a 
matter of fact# fulfilment of overall good qualities can be 
achieved in bridge type filters quite successfully* Again as 
regards simplicity# it can be appreciated later (Art* 3*11) that 
in actual practice three-element filters cannot be simpler than 
two-^element series type* So further rigorous treatment to three- 
element series filters is not &iven but two filters as described
be<X> 
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abovç are given in (DMble 1 tor comparison^ Of course^ in their 
design the emphasis is on simplicity♦• as in other filters*
2*10 DBG ION OF BRIPOB
0ince there are four impedance variables in bridge type 
filters $ it is possible to design innumerable filter networks with 
various combinations of these four variables* In filters with 
^ab f^oc the two input stimuli* the condition to be satisfied
is (Art* 2*6*2) 1 + M^/#60* t m^/6Q* - 0 where and
.. %  .. . ^
complex variables* and mp can lib anywhere in
the four quadrants of the impedance plane depending on the values 
of 0^ arid thus the possibility of designing innumerable
filter networks is clear from above* The main aim is to derive 
networks which possess good qualities while maintaining 
simplicity of circuitry* As à first step* assumJm^ as sero which
immediately gives as jsero or as infinity; thus to obtain a 
negative sequence filter the relation 1 h* m^/60  ^=? 0, i*e*
3
must be satisfied* Such a filter is equivalent to a 
series type filter as shown in Fig* (2*6)# Filters of such nature 
have already been discussed previously (Art# 3*9*la)* As the 
next step, assume m = and and have the
same magnitude in# , With such an arrangement, to obtain a negative 
sequence filter, the relations (1) ^0^ = 0^ (z:gf say) and (2) 1 +
3moos (6o* + 0) « 0 must be satisfied (Appendix Xll(a)12c)*
Belation 1 + 2moos (60* + #) = 0 traces a locus of a straight line
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AB as shown in fig* (3*6a) from whero it can be seen that 2m can
possess a minimum value of Unity and the maximum can extend to 
infinity on either aide (poeltlve or negative)* The greater the 
value of the more difficult it will he to co-ordinate the Value» 
t Z^ and t Z^$ bo with limiting value of m (up to unity) a 
few fâultahle filter network» with (l) m = 0 ss 130^» (2) m ?=
^  $ 0 % 90  ^and (5) m « 1| 0 « 60* are considered as given in 
Table 2# ft can foe seen from the table that filters with m « 1,
0 =1 6o^ have a poor performance in VA^quallty and frequency quality 
compared ifith the first two îcinds of filters* Consequently they 
will not foe discussed further#
1
In the first kind with m /2t 0^- 120®, the values of
\  . 
and are given by m^( g##) =: in/*12C>® « /2/**l20® and
2
K  1
mg( c ~) c m/120^ = V 2/120*i
Capacitors are available practically without any impurities
and they can be used as single elements* Thus not only is 
simplicity maintained but the internal impedance quality is 
improved by making it of a capacitive nature# Consider Z^ % R/**9Q® 
and = 2H/30* ,and = rV30* & = 2H/ ^90* chosen to satisfy
tho above conditions viiero B and are real positive quantities#
With such arrangement it can be shown (Appendix Xll(b) 12q) that 
the VA-quality (Fig, 03) is dependent on the ratio *-^ # Thus for 
a 6o* matched burden the maximum value occui’s when ~  ie in the
n
region of unity# however, the frequency quality is independent
Ittl Urt;
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H *of Again it iâ to noticed that the lower the value of x
the better the impedance quality# By compromise between VA- 
quality and impedance qualityi it can be said that ~  » 1 is a 
good value to chdose from the design point of view# A lower
•R #
value of %^,.,may Improve the impedance quality but the VA qxtaXity 
suffers#
3*
In the second kind of filter with m « ^  and 0 90*t
and v^ ith impedance values of 2;^  » « iTjH and ^
V3HY.7,90* and - H* # it can be shown (Appendix Xlll, Pig# 06)
R *that ~  - 1 is also a good value for this type of network#
Comparison of the above two kinds of filters indicates 
that the second is preferable from the point of view of simplicity 
since only capacitance and resistance elements are used* whereas 
the first requires capacitance and inductive elements# the latter 
including resistance also# Ihe first kind of network is better 
as regards VA-#quality and frequency^quality* Fxom the point of 
impedance quality^econd kind is preferable#
ÏÜ give a complete picture of the above types of networks* 
one of the stimuli is reversed, i#e# instead of stimuli! and, 
stimuli! and fed in the network# network’,
with such stimuli# corresponding to the second kind is considered 
for explanation and it can be shown (Appendix X3,V) that the VA* 
quality and frequency quality become very poor. So such networks 
do not warrant further consideration#
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ïf* hçwevèr* 1# l#e# 2- then from equ#(gh)
I * /  ' ' ' . ' J# '"W*
■ 4 ^
(Art# = V3/90*è For the condition where the output
3
is short-^çircultod (to obtain Nortonequivalent supï^ ly source)* 
the currents passing through *branch and 2^*branch are equal
4*
1and each of them is equal to The same result can be
obtained by using auto*transformer with two windings of equal 
number of turns as shown in Fig. (3#6b)# Hie use of an auto*
transformer instead of impedance element improves the VA*^quality
as mentioned below# i*he values of 2^ & art^hosen as Ë/790* &
V3B5 the obvious reason for qhdosing à capacitance element being 
for the improvement of impedance quality# Ihe qualities of auch
a circuit are given in liable 2#
instead of taking % 1* let us tales - 1# and 
use an auto*transformer with/equal /rinding# as in the previous
case. In this case* to satisfy the equ# (5b)
2
i'he qualities of such a circuit (with 2^ « V3^*^0* and 2^ % R) 
are given in ‘fable # It will be seen that the VA* quality and 
impedance quality of this filter is better than the previous one* 
however frequency quality la the same for both*
■ - ■ .
If two equal capacitances are used for 2^ and 2^ instead 
of an auto-transformer then# as shown in I’able 2# Filter 2g# 
though the i%mpedanoe quality is improved# the VA*quality is - 
lowered* Moreover when the use of intermediate transformer is 
necessary it will be seen, that the circuitry of the filter using 
an auto-transformer becomes, simple (Art, 3*11# Fig* 3*Hb)*
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3*11 QÏÎOtOE OF FXIigBRa AHD raBIH QÏHOXSimt AB HSBD IN yRAOfXPIil
It is to be notioed from ^able 1 & 2$ A^t, 3^9 & 3*y^$ that 
it has not been possible to achieve all the best of the (Qualities 
simultaneously in any filter. So thé following choice of filters is 
based on a compromise on qualities with ’simplicity* as the<%isic faoto^# 
It has been explained before that among the two-element 
series filters$ those with i n p u t s a n d  m(I #I ) are bestcl O V Q
(Art*3#9*ld)# Even the very popular type of filters# which have 
inputs as|l(I^-I^) and (Art.3,9.la) do not possess such
overall good qualities as can be found in the above mentioned fil­
ters# o*g. Allcutt*e filter (Filter la, liable 1>* Allcutt’e filter 
(named after the inventor) is no doubt a simple one# (different 
arrangements of A13.cutt*s filter-cirouitry are shown in Fig. 3*7) $ 
but the previous mentioned filter is even simpler. Comparison of 
such filters can be found in Tabid.
There can be many choices# with different combinations of 
impedance elements# from filters with inputs l(Ig^d^) and ra(X^-I^)# 
but talcing ’simplicity’ into consideration# a filter with a mutual 
inductance and resistance as the impedance elements is chosen as 
shown in Fig.3#8 corresponding to filter Ig # Table 1. For con- 
vinionce of explanations Xnjnext sections# the stimuli in
filter Ig (Tabko 1) are replaced by I #1,1 (derived from delta-
u e a
connected Q.T.s) respectively in Fig 3.8 ; by this change# the /
characteristics of the filter are n o a c t e d  * In Article 7^
3#9*Id it has been shovm that the maximum VA-quality with this 
arrangement is .31 (for 60® burden) when x % f3# Impedance
quality at this condition is 43 *^ Now this impedance quality can
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ba'bêttürod to if % is increased to 3t b%t with a little 
sacrifice of VA^^uality whose Value is +463 ^t this new condition,* 
So the selected f 13.ter has iJiipedattoea and ^ jË
(mutual reactance)» It is to he noted here that the values of 
impedance quality and VA^quality are approximate in that the small 
resistance and leakag;e reactance of the mutual induetpr-*coil are 
neglected# I’hia is to simpliiÿycalculations# For future 
reference this filter will he called"as  ^*Filter Mo# 1**#
Variants of this type are widely need (e+g# throe phase or combined 
filters, Section five) and are unique in their simplicity*
Some of the bridge filters are chosen for their high 
qualities# Firstly* Filter 2f$ 0?able 2* has been chosen for its 
high impedance and Và-*quhlitièsr though its frequency quality is 
#3, which is not better^^thahuthe Filter Mo# 1+ It has been shown 
in ;Fig* (3+9) and for ftithre reference it will be called as 
''Filter Mo# 2 "  +
Secondly# Filter 2c, liable 2, has been chosen for its 
reasonably good qualities in every item# Frequency quality is 
#29* 0?he filter is shown in fig# (3#10) and for future reference
it will be called aa ' 'Filter Mo# 3 "  +
thirdly* Filter no* 2d* Table 2* Is chosen primarily 
because the "frequency quality" is aero with other qualities 
also very satisfactory* however, as far as circuitry is 
concerned, it is certainly inferior to the previous three filters#
From a comparison with Filter Mo* 3 it can be seen, as explained
un:
T A B L E
Selec ted 
Negative Sequenc 
Current Filters
VA-quality Frequency
quality
Corresponding Negative 
Sequence Voltage Filters
Impedanc e 
quality
90“
matched
burden
oO"
matched
burden
Filter No.l
Filter No.2
0.:,
V,V.
Filter No.3
0.94 0.29-45
— |6>ur<Aen. —
Filter No.4 2.01.0
NOTE : The above filters are designed from the principle of duality, but they are 
not exactly dual circuits of the selected four current filters. Circuit 
constants are so chosen ( maintaining the simplicity ) that the qualities 
of these filters become as comparable as those of corresponding current 
filters.
before (Art* ^*10)^ that it has two re^ietorG* two capaoitors 
and two ^ oaotora)ao impedanoe eleraenta whereas Filter îïo# 3 has 
two resistors and two capacitors* It is emphasised again that 
this filter can be chosen when high frequency quality is wanted
with other satisfactory qualities# fhis filter for future 
reference will be called a© ^ ♦Filter Ho# 4*♦ amd is shown in Fig*
6 . 1  ^ ______ 3 ,  !(
Frequency error curves of the above four filters are 
shown in Fig* ^ *
Suitable arrangements of the above filter circuits as 
used in practice are shown in Figs* 3#8&, 3*9&* 3#10& 3#11a*
It has to be noted that intermediate transformers are necessary 
when the input currents are to be further reduced for reduction 
of relay eiise* In Filter No* 1$ one threc*^windlng mutual reactor 
can servo both the purpose of intermediate transforiÿ mutual 
inductor by proper adjustment of the windings and the air-gap in 
the Iron core*
3*12 HF0ATIVF ^NQlimNOB VQMÀGïü I W M B
9,12 MgGACTK gagummoB vo&æAGü roÆssa
Corresponding to above four-*selocted current filters, 
voltage filters are obtained from the principle of duality (Table 
3)# This has already been explained in Art* 2*3
¥ho coils of the mutual inductor in voltage ♦'Filtor No*
1*♦ should be wound on different cores of the magnetic circuit 
(Ref, 5) to avoid feedback between the two primary coils.
S E C T IO N  4
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4*1 n u m x m T  problisms
A filter is designed essentially to give a specific out­
put with a sinusoidal input at one specific frequency* Transient 
waves are far from sinusoidal in nature, so it là likely that a 
different response than the desired one will be obtained from the 
filter* Thus during a three-phase symmetrical short circuit, a 
transient output will be obtained from a negative sequence filter 
even though under such condition no negative sequence component is 
present in the system* similarly, during any other switching cond­
ition, a transient response is always present in the filter. It 
will be confined here to investigating the behaviour of negative 
sequence filters during a three-phase simultaneous symmetrical 
short circuit, because it has been found in practice that the 
presence of a transient wave due to such short circuits is sometimes 
important, e. g* unblocking of the main protection by a power-swing 
relay which is operated by a negative sequence filter, during a three- 
phase symmetrical short circuit with or without swing depends to some 
extent on the transient response (%e&3, Art 6*3)* The^ransient response 
of the four selected filters (Art 3*11 , Figs. 3*Ba,3*9a,3«10a,3*llu) 
has been investigated experimentally (Arts. 4*3, 4*4, 4*3)* 
Theoretical treatment of the transient response of three of the 
four filters is mathematically very difficult and would probably 
require the use of a computer* The first filter however has been 
treated mathematically (Appendix XVI) « The response of this
F IG 4 I
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circuit obtained experiiaentallÿ- wae in cloee agreement with that 
predicted*
4 .a  raAssm o? M m m m M  w  Tmmi fh asb 3 » iM ic A X i
n |I immm# 11' Mi.iinn i >iiwFn,» ^ MMi>n i i i i,w ip
4*2,1 TRAMSIBm PS.TMABY CURRKMl'S
tWiiW Wl^ WTMlii*    I Hit I| IIU
ïhe effect of transiente is marked in high speed 
protoctive^gear operation* * ^ %#h speed* ^ means of the order of 
cycles^ and it is in this period that a transient predominates 
in power systems* For this period it is quite sufficient to make 
the eimpiifying assumption that the system comprises a constant 
impedance C^p ^^^p^
where wl#^  is a pessimistic reactance value and is a resistance
value of the system (Ref* 4 ) (Fig* 4*1)* By * *p^simistic * *
is meant that if stability of such gear is sought then the primary
fault current has to be specified from the appropriate value of
subtransient reactance of the generators of the system and if
operation Of such gear is sought then the primary fault current
has to be specified from the appropriate value of synchronous^
reactance of the generators of the system* For further
simplification other things assumed ares* (a) all the capacitance
effect of the system are neglected and (b) the intial current
\
flowing at the instant of switching is zero# How if V Bin 
( tot-f 0) represents the voltage Innphase Ü of the balanced three- 
phase system then the currents flov^ lng in three different lines 
under symmetrical three-phase short circuit condition are given by
A6
the following relations (Appendix XVI(a))
A
1 s w  Sin( loV + @ m w Ç '^Sin(0 •* 0) — (l6o)
p
\  - ^  Sin < <J'=+ 6 - 120*) « e"^^8#(e * 0 - 120“) <l6d)
i » ^  Sin(*>t + 0 ^ 0  + 120“) - ef /sin(« « 0 + 120*)(l6e)
R
where »„ *s J + (wl, )^ 1 and 0 = tan**^  and ■? = 7^P  ^L P P J 55“** I*
p ^
4.2,2 ÏHANSIBSÏ OPÏPOÎ OF SHF FI&E8R H0» 1        .
(Daking an ideal condition the output current of such a 
filter due to above transient currents (eqn# l6cf l6d$ l6e) is 
given by the following expression(Appendix XVl(b))
^ ^  * L-T^TT-;- ) Sin ® (16a)
Eg
where o* «
%
= Inductance of the %hevenin*s equivalent circuit 
a Resistance of the ühevenia*s equivalent circuit 
H a Ohnic reactance value of the mutual inductor of the
filter#
It will be found from the above expression that the transient 
output depends on the switching point on the normal sinusoidal 
wave* e.g# it is zero when 0 - 0  and it becomes maximum when 
^ ^ i % *  Bo the maximum transient output is given by
i , j j ~  . l i j - X T T  L J
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Differ en ting End equating to #ero we find  ^xs
s e 1
or -Y =3 ■— jr 5 or t(=t , say) = "3 ;; j,I^e-r
f a V ^  “ 'y* -!? y
*t^ * gives the time at which the wave will obtain its maximumrat ^
amplitude.
The result is verified by laboratory experiment as 
explained later (Art* k*3)m
Though the theoretical treatment of other filters was 
not possible# yet the results obtained by similar laboratory
experiments are given in Table 4»
4*3 TE# :fg#lPMENT
It should be emphasised that the equipment consists of 
componehta which were either already existing or could be quickly 
constructed* Ho attempt has been made to design a circuit to any 
specific limits of performance*
In general* apart from the filter^^elements* the equipment 
used is assembled in an industrial type Test Bench;
(a) Test Bench;
An illustration of the teat bench (excluding source 
reactors and main contactors) is Shown in Fig* 4#2* The main 
primary circuit is supplied from special low-^impedance 4l5^volt 
threO’^phase mains# and arrangement is shown in Fig*<4*Sa)* It can
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be eeen that the th3ree-*»phase primary auppXy is,applied through a 
* * fault^makiag* * swlteh* currexit traneformer and two aets of 
variable impedances per phaset one of which represents a 
generating source impedance and the other the impedance of a 
transmission line# % e  impedances can be connected in various 
ways according to the particular fault distribution which it is 
required to reproduce#
The arrangement provides for the simulation of a wide 
range of fault conditions, with control of overall time*conetant, 
the point-*on^wave at which fault Is applied^ the type and magnitude 
of fault, and its duration#
(b> Filter elements;
I Iiii.n i > .mJii MPI „***.,
Bespootive values of the impedance elements are given on 
the filter diagrams (Figs# (4*3)^ )(4»^b)(4#?c)(4#)d))# Impedance
elements are so designed that they do not saturate in the working 
region* Their impedance values are very small in comparison to 
the magnetising impedance of the intermediate current transformers# 
The impedance burden imposed on the primary current transformers 
are reduced to a suitably low level by high turns^ratioa of inter»- 
mediate current transformers*
4*4 mpFEiHmTAi ^ noQBBmm
The requiremts is test procedure are, firstly, to obtain 
balance in supply currents and secondly to minimise inaccuracies
i^ÎpT
iO>rA 2o -mA 50 40-mA 50 A. 60 -w% A 70>»rA
6x ci t Cli lOrVY CuVYC”V\“{
i;i.:r
m = i m i  *i
50A<V lOoA A tSo/UK
Ex^r to,t lo'vi CttYY-c-Kxl
FIG 4-S
10*
CA)
Coi*y\c\de>vce
L\>)
F^ Gi 4 G
16“ k^ber
(g;
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resulting from transformer magnetising impedances and saturation 
effects in network elements# The procedure, as adopted, is out­
lined belovJé
The magnetising characteristics of primary current 
transsformera and intermediate current transformers were examined 
(mag# characteristics Fig* 4*4 and Fig* 4*^)*
The selected values of burdens to be imposed on the 
transformers were then checked to ensure their suitability* 
Linearity of the impedance elements was examined*
With the object of obtaining balance in the primary 
currents, preliminary estimates of individual phase resistance and 
reactance was made* First, the impedance of each phase was 
measured, Then the value of j- of the line was obtained from 
short circuit transient oscillograms, Suitable adjustments were 
made to external series resistors and line roactora until the 
roadingj of the line currents were equal and the reading on an 
ammeter connected in the neutral was very low (near zero).
Coincidence in switching of phases R and Y by ••make 
r%lays'j;* was checked by oscillogram (Fig, 4,6)*
Transient records were talcen simultaneously on the 
primary and secondary sides of the test-bench current transformers 
(Fig, 4,7)• Their near agreement in wave form shows that the 
transformation from primary to secondary is quite suitable for the
50
experimoat# Mij differonoo io duo' to/mstgaoti^ i^ng Wmic^h of the 
current transformers#
Filter networks were citeckei by comparing the ateady 
state output recorded v?;lth the oaloulated value# tilth positive^ 
BBmmiQo input to the filter, the outpu^houM he zero, % m %  it 
was found to bo unautiafaetory an toprovomout waa made by 
adjustment ot the eoooudary turas of the current transformers*
The oaeillograme show a omull * error' in every ease# This is of 
the orde:e of 1 or 2 pore out, and for the purpose of this 
inveatigatiou oau be ignored#
Transient outpute from all four aoquonoe filters 
wore rooardod for tl%ree phaoe nimulêaneoua short oircuite# In%mt
trawioata wore reoordod from the M^ï phase# Two seta of transient
r**
i'Cioor^ s wo>?« tateenf (1) ose wAtîi iP6 28(l,eitaa ^ w 8g*)
mul (2) another with fÿ 102 (l#o* tan'"' kj
Again in each set# reooi## were taken with 60  ^and 
approx:Wateiy 90^  matched burden^  Booords wore take# at 115® 
interval on tho wave over a period of 1#^ starting at 0*“^*
4*5
It v/iXl be found from the oeGillogramj that# as osipected, 
tho wave depeudo o# the instant of switching and the variation is 
oyelio#
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FILTER
STEADY- 
STATE 
INPUT LINE 
CURRENT IN 
DELTA SÏDE
( Amp )
MATCHED
BURDEN
STEADY^STATE 
NEGATIVE SEQUENCE 
OUTPUT
TRANSIENT OUTPUT DUE TO POSITII 
SEQUENCE. SWITCHING (EXPRESSED 
AS A FRACTION O F  STEADY^STATE 
NEGATIVE SEQUEN.CE OUTPUT)
THEOîllîjàCAL EXPERIMENTAI
(mA)
,
OVER ONE 
CYCLE
OVER TWO 
CYCLES ■ V
OVER
THREE
CYCLES
90® 5.7 3*4 0,915 0*77 0.182
0.70 , . 28.3 ,
60® 3.1 0.74 , 0,593 0.63
FILTER NO.l «Jim, M.'m-' — M.É, M W*M «M** W* *#M 'IMM MMM* MM* MM MM «^M _  _  ^  ^
90® 3*4 ' 3.2 0.31-' . 0.373 0.304
0,63 102
60® 3.13 ' 2.9 .0.41 0.297 : 0.248 .
90® 9*8 9.1 0.20 0*225: 0.212
0.70 26.3 ■ ■ '
60® 6.0 3.6 0.373 : 0.383 0*35
FILTER N O.2 m MM. «M MM* «MM ■ «ÜM* MM MM MM
90® , 9.1 0.20 - O.li^ - 0.116
0.63 . ■: 102 : \
.. 60® - 3*33 : " ■'..,5*1', 0.27" 0.192 .,.0*164
■
90® 6,1 ' 3.8 0.274 0.483 . 0., 413
• 0.70 28.3
60® 4.3 . 4.1 0 ,66 0.68, 0,62
FILTER N O,3
90® 3.7 3.4 0.333 0.23 0,207
0.63 102
60® 3.98 3.8 0.417 0.30 0 , 2 3
90® 6.43 6.0 0.445 " 0.40 ,0*34
0.70 28*5
60® 4.93 4.23 0.325 0.495 0.42
FILTER N O.4 MW* «MP^. ^ —  —  —  — TT — ^
90® 6.0 3.3 0.383 0,273 0.226
0,65 102 '
60® 4,6 4.2$ 0.433 0.316 0.263
1* I^OTÏÏ : It is to be noted that a 90® matched burden is impossible'to 
achieve I but it is chosen because it is àihe extreme case of 
pure inductive burden*Jor the experiment 84#^® matched burden 
was taken* •
RMS values of Transient wave© of the filters are.calculated from 
Fig.48, iUf.4.8.1*,, Fig*4.8,2 and Fis*4.8.3 •
Ï^ rpi-Cal transietttè iot* eàoh filter are given in Plate 1# 
For three of the filters there is a notioenhle change in wave form 
at different instants of switohing#
If relay opex^ation Is assumed to talce place between 
3-*3 cycles, r#m,s# values of the maxiamm tx^ansients of each filter 
over two cycles and three cycles are given in Table 4# They 
are expressed as a fraction of negative aequence output# For 
Filter Ho# 1 the predetermined wave is supex’impoeed on the oscille* 
gram for comparison# Sample calculation is given in Appendix
(mi)#
4*6 3)XBCUa0XOHS?
Though every attempt has been made to perform accurate 
experiments, erroG may arise from any combination of the following 
causes?
(1) tfnavoidable small departure from synchronous in the 
operation of * •maîto relays^* in the primary#
(2) Unavoidable small out^of-balance in the input currents 
to filter#
(3) flight nonr^sinusdidal character of thé supply voltage 
and slight deviation from the normal frequency*
(4) * ^ Erx'OGS* * in the current transformers and distortions 
due to magnetising b#ahches; and errojs caused by series 
impedances in the current transformer circuits, e#g* 
lead resistances and shunt resistances used for oscillo**
i ■; i
>w«(xll R.I V(Sl«rMC J .-w\ A » iB
B «
I
mim-.
Fig .A.ÔA
fu k--
r. r* ‘ttîr
•ÏÏTRH:
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grcimp records of the input currents*
(^ ) Lack of perfection in the impedance elements of the filters*
Comparison of theoretical and test results of Filter No*
1 shows that the curves are similar but not in full agreement 
(Fig*4*8), It will be aeticed from the above curves that the
theoretical curve does not pass through/esccapt at the start
/ /  and/the steady state, but the teat curve reverses (i*e* crosses
the aero line) in between starting and steady state position*
%his is due t4 any combination of the above-mentioned reasons*
interesting phenomena were observed during the 
experiments in which high input currents to the filters were 
used* FigB,(4*9a),(4*9b),(4*9c) show the filter output for 
three consecutive identical short circuits* It is seen that the 
wave form differs each time and that there is a discontinuity in 
each wave*
The explanation for the change in wave shape is probably 
due to C*T* remaneaeo build up which occurs with large transients 
currents but not with low currents,(Figs* 4.10a, 4#10b, 4*10c).
No explanation can be offered for the discontinuity which also did 
not appear with lower input currents to the filters*
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SECTION 3
% 1  INTRODUCTION
We have so far discussed the basic types of filters, i#e# 
aero, negative and positive sequence* In this section other
types of filters will be considered* They are variations of the
basic types*
DOUBLE FILTERS
In general* positive and negative sequence components 
can be obtained by positive and negative sequence filters 
respectively* But the idea of ♦•double filters♦* Is to obtain 
both positive and negative sequence components individually from 
the same filter*
It has been shown before that for every negative**sequenoe 
filter there is a corresponding positive^sequenoe filter*• In 
♦♦double filter** they are combined together to form a single net­
work which will have two outputs* positive and negative sequence* 
from two different terminalirpairs* To show how this can be
achieved let an example (say Allcutt*s filter* Art* 5*11) be taken* 
The corresponding negative and positive filters can be shown in 
Fig. (3*la) and Fig* (3,1b)* Now if those two filters are 
examined it will be found that the difference off positive sequence 
filter from the negative sequence filter is that terminals C-F
Ac^ib
m il-
^Pos. ■Seq. Output
^bcto
t  Zg I—
Neg*Seq, Output
‘■ob
FIG 5.1a
Pos, 8eq. Output
H D -
B.
-| T— —
"I && Vm i
-r N e g * S e q • ■ Ou tpu t
FIGSJc
B
FIG 5.1b
Z.
Z.
-, -/6P‘
(A,la+B,
Pos, Sequ. Output
ITT]— I— i Zz j—
—4 -z I ■ d O —
‘Neg* Seq, Output
FIG5.2
Zj.'
B' - '
- K,
osy^ A A \ 4r = P
sa]
and 3P**F are short qirouitedi and and are put aeross A-E 
and B-E respectively (which were short circuited in the case of 
negative-sequence filter); has to foe /60  ^for positive^
sequence output whereas was for negative-sequence
output* It will foe noticed that flows through Z^ as well as
and through Z^ as well as Positive-sequence output
is the sum of the series voltage across and respectively 
whereas negative-*sequenoe output is the sum of the series voltages 
across Z, and respectively*
/Now forydoufole*filter short-^oircuited terminals are 
filled foy respective foranch^^impedanoes of the two filters as shown 
in Fig* 3*lc)» and it will foe seen that I^^ still flows through 
and and flows through and So after fulfillment
of such conditions* it is quite obvious that the negative-eequence 
output and pooitive-^sequenoe output are exactly the same as before* 
i*e* negative-sequence output is the sum of the series voltage 
across Z^ and respectively and positive-^sequence output is the
sum of the series voltages and respectively*
Economy of the doufole-filter can foe followed from the 
fact that to segregate positive and negative sequence components 
foy separate filters the sources of supply have to foe duplicated* 
v/horeas for double-filter such duplication of sources of supply 
does not arise.
Following the line of above example it will foe found 
that similar double-filter© can foe designed corresponding to all
Pos, Seq, Output
CD
cC
— nnnnrnrAc
Negative Sequence Output
FIG 5.3a
ir\
-Pos, Seq, Output
—“--''TpÿTr'îrTr'îr^
Negative Sequence Output
FIG5.3b
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two"element eeries filters discussed in the previous section#
However$ from the above discussion* and from eqn# (4c)# (4d), &
(4e) (Art# ^#6#la) a generalised double filter * * can be designed 
shown by Fig# 5#2* corresponding to a two»#element series filter.
It is sometimes possible to simplify further a filter 
derived from the generalised filter (Fig# * depending on the 
circuitry of the filter Itself# One of the examples of such cases 
is the double filter corresponding to Filter No* 1* From the 
generalised network* a possible double»fllter*network designed is 
as shown in Fig. (5#3a)* Here the positiVe*sequence output voltage 
(open circuit) is given by
But a positivewsequenoe output will still be obtained if the 
equation is
dab - I b o ) %  ^ (= 6 )
From this equation and from Fig# (3*3a) a simplified filter can be 
designed as shown in Fig# 3#3#b* By such an arrangement it will 
be noticed that the intermediate transformer T of Fig* (3*3^) i^ 
not required# Simplification* in this case* lies in the removal 
of one intermediate transformer* By such change* bircult para~ 
meters have to be changed from that of Fig* (3*3#a)* but the 
purpose of double filter is fulfilled and its filter^circuitry is 
simplified*
Double"filters corresponding to three-element-seriee
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Output
Output
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filters have been discussed later in the article for convenience#
In the same way# a generalised ’•double-filter•* network 
corresponding to prldge filter can be designed as showii in Fig. 
(3*4)* The following relations must hold good for this filter 
(Art# 3#6#2).
1 + /—60* + "T" /60  ^ « 0
*^2 **3 (to obtain a -ve seq# output)
Z Z,
and 1 + 2^ /60* + ~  A 60* « 0
2 3 (to obtain +ve seq# output)#
It can be easily seen that their circuitry is somewhat 
complex* but ohe filter of this group corresponding to Filter No#
2 (Art# 3*11) has been simplified as shown in Fig# 3.3 (Ref# 3)*
It has been mentioned before (Art# 3#9#2) that a three- 
element series filter has no advantage over a two«^element series 
filter or bridge filter# So only one double-filter of this group 
is mentioned here (Fig# 3#6)* This filter is suggested in 
reference 3* It will bo noticed here that the burdens themselves 
act as filter elements#
It should be emphasised that double-filters are designed 
from the economy point of view and as a result the overall 
performance may suffer, e#g# their VA-qualities are likely to 
decrease due to increased number of elements# However, their 
impedance qualities reraain the same as has been explained in a 
previous section# Voltage double-filters can be designed in a
FIG 5,7
Négative
sequence
current 
filter witi 
output
Positive 
sequence 
current 
filter wit! 
output h I
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BimiX&r manner as explained above or from the prinplple of duality#
From this type of filter* a siuf^le-phase output can be 
obtained which will contain more than one component in predetermined 
proportions# In general* it can be said that the different 
components are segregated by separate filters (e#g# negative*sequeixc# 
component by negative sequence filter and positive sequence 
component by positive sequence filter) and these output quantities 
are connected in series (in case of current filters) or in parallel 
(in oase of voltage filters) across the burden#
For exas/iple* the general arrangement of a current 
combined filter of the nature (hi + h 1 ) where h and h are 
predetermined constants* is shown in the block diagram (Fig* #
But it can be seen that because of the use of two separate filters 
it loses its simiplicity# ‘ But from the knowledge of Filter lio# 1 
it has been possible to derive a few simplified combined filters 
which were originally invented in 1957 (Ref. 21)# I'heir principles 
are explained below;-
From Filter Bo* 1 (Fig# S.B )* the open circuit output voltage =
Cab - ^
M ,  -------   (05,1)
where h »
\iSLr
FlG iSa
- H M ï
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(1) Oombined filter of nature *
(a) From the expression (5I - 51.)jR + (I^ * X^ )lT3R ofa o 0 c
eqn (03*1) it can be seen that the desired simple negative sequence 
filter will be as shown in Fig# (3#8a)*
How if ill tho neutral circuit another coil which has a
mutual inductance of value with the secondary coil is connected
to the output terminal as shown in the Fig# (g* 8b) then the open
circuit output of the filter will be *h I + h 1 * where h =
- * ^ 0 0  o
Here/same neutral current ia floiving through both coils 
in the neutral* so easily they can be combined into one coil as 
shOTm in Fig. 3*8c.
Polarity shown on the coil in the neutral is on the 
assumption that R > &*; if H* > R* the polarity has to be changed 
to/ other side* and in this case the filter is*h I - h I  ^type#/ m  m t 0  Q
It has to bo notcied that R and both have. same dimensions
OÜ0 change * by replacing correspondixxg mutual , indue tor by any 
other type of element will make the filter network complex.
(b) Referring back to equation (03*1)$ if the expression
(51^ 5Xq) jR + (l|j ** X^ j)1T3R ie multiplied by ("*j) the expression 
will still be proportional to ^1^*$ i$e#
-3 (3Ia * 5Io)jB + (I^ - Ïç)f5» »
(31^ - 3Ig)R + (Ig - I^ )jV'3R = h_I_ ---(03.2)
but here h t= 6b
31,
1.?
3 R
\AJLT
I o- \SULT
- %
,^X‘vyi-3'/^îï, ,
FIGS5a
3.1,
la- O Q — t
■\jRjirr R'-R-
-.Tvev-----
t>4%=jV%R
FIG 5.9b
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The reason for multiplying by is that from the expression
(51^ 51^)R + (Iç ** l|j)dV^H a new variation of the filter
similar to Fig* (3#8a) can be visualised as shown in Fig* 3*9a#
But it has to be noticed that such a filter is impracticable due 
to the fact that it is impossible to get a negative resistance 
(as shown in the network) for the neutral circuit* Bow if (H* - R) 
is inserted instead of and if E* > B then not only will the 
resistance be positive but also the output will be of the nature 
X f b whei'c h % as shown in Fig* (3*9b)* From
this filter it is not possible to obtain an output of the nature 
* * because B* is always greater than B* Again its
impedance quality is likely to be inferior because its nature is 
less resistive than the previous one* if B* is not suitably 
adjusted* The previous filter suffers from aero-sequence frequency 
error* v;hereas the last filter is independent of aoro**sequenoe 
frequency error* This is because in the last filter the mutual 
inductor is so arranged that the currents taken from phases B and 
0 get the effect of cross-connection* In both the oases* however* 
the * * frequency quality*’ (due to positive sequence) is #5 (as 
described in Art*3^d)* In ohoooing either of these filters it is 
suggested that they have to be compared in relation to the 
particular application*
(£) Oombined filter of nature ’’h i  ^ h4" 4" + 0 0
Their design principle is exactly the some as dicusaed
60 )
above and they can be obtained by mere/intex’TOhanging any two
input currents of and and keeping the third fixed*
(5) Oombined filter of nature * t  ^'
Referring back to expression (51^ • 31^)# + (1*^  I^) ia o w — V—
L.
O r
Of eqn* (03*1)» it can be seen that the aero-^eequenoe component i$
eliminated In the stiraulli (5I -* 5%. ) and (I. ## % ) and thus aero^a o 0 0
sequence component io eliminated from the whole expression* 
let jH ss A and V3R » B# It will be noticed that if either of 
these constants is varied with respect to the other» still the 
expression will remain free from %iero^sequence component* Before 
such variation» the expression was free from both positive and 
aero sequence components (eqn* 0^ .) but after variation it is quite 
obvious that some other components will tend to appears it is 
already seen eex'o-sequence component still does not appear » so it 
is quite likely that a positive sequence component will appear* 
Math ema tic ally it is explained as follows£
lot A( ss jB) bo varied from jR to j(H f H ’)» so that the 
expression becomes
(51^ " 3X^)j(H + R*) + (I^ ^ I^ .)iT5F *‘-*-— (03*3)
== (31^ - 31^) jH t (I^ I^)f3B + (31^ - 31^)jR
« j8B + i'3Un^ + j3H’I == h + h I
where h_^  = 0 E' and h = j(6a + 3.H*)*
T
lb
FIG 5.10
3L
1a
lb- 
Ic*"
ÎHC M 3 H ]
j2CR*+p^J 
C M >
— onrm'^^RTw
FIG 5JI
= Î3R'
k_ - i(GRt3(
From above it can be oeen how ^ ^  is obtained.
From eqn, (0^,5) and from Filter Ho, 1# the derived filter network 
i$ ae Bhown in Fig, (g,10).
So it can be noticed here, a filter which was originally 
a negative-sequence filter can be converted to a mixed filter of 
type ♦♦h^l^ + by detuning the elements of the original
filter* The terms * *detuning* * or *•unbalancing^♦ are commonly 
used to exp%*ess such predetermined variations of networks elements#
A variant of the above filter is suggested in Ref* (5) 
where $ instead of talcing input currents from delta^connected C,T*s 
they are taken from star-connected C,T,s (Fig, g,ll), The 
principle which is derived from expression (0 *1) can be explained 
as follows;
The expression (31^  ^- 3X^),1(B + R»> + (X^ - 
can be re-oriented to
(3Ig. " - 1,5 T. Ï^)3(H + S O  + - Iq )Ÿ3R (5.11)
2%ad(S + B») - (1,5 * Ig)j(S + S') + (1,5 - Ig)V'5S
which gives the clue to design the new filter (Fig* 5.11). The 
open-circult output voltage of such a filter io exactly the oame 
as from previous filter (Fig, 3*10); here the impedance quality ie 
more resistive than the previous one but the VA-quality likely to 
be reduced due to increase of resistive elements#
proceeding exactly in the similar manner as described 
above the following filters (Ref, jT ) of nature t h^I^••
T
,✓8 Ob"4 0
- C H S
31. 31.
njuuüLr^ 1. Ifa
''‘O*-/ •. .
V^R?]
L/5T9Vir3V-e
Xftjur
\muir,
FI G 5.l2a
fv^ = 3R-3 f\._-C*R-+3^0 K.^.-3R." i lk,- ®R.^-3rO
FlG5.l2b FI G 512 c
6l)
can be obtained from the expression - 3X^)H + (I^ jV3Ba o C P
of eqn* <03*2) foy multiplication of (31^ - foy (B + R O  instead
of by 5-.113)
The second variant of the filter (Fig, 5,12»fe) is
derived from the re-orientation of expression jfjR
to 2X^H - (I^ + I^)H + iX^ - I^)jVW * It will foe noticed that 
the first variant usés an extra transformer T$ In the above 
filters, h^ =5 & h » (oH t JH’)* It is possible to obtainT ^
* * *  I  ^^ foy choosing H as a negative value (say H » -R, )T T — — X
Bugh that H* • Sj_ > 0 and 2S- « K* > 0 as shown in Fig. g.12c,
Here h^ = 3E* and h = -(ÔE - 3R’).T —
An extreme generalisation of combined filters $ where
all the three components are present in the output in predetermined
proportions, can foe done from the expression (Olfo), (Art* 2*2)*
If E. a al^ + fol. f Cl. » h^I^ + h i  + h where a, b, c and
3. a o c + + — o 0
h . h and h_ are complox constants# then + — o
2,
a f 0 fo + @0 « h^
a + 0fo + €c * h^
a + fo -f c « h 0^
1
or a = /3(h^ f h^ + h^>
b « ^/3(m + ♦ h^) «---------------------- (05.4)T — O
0 = V?((S^ h_^  + @h_ + \ )
Now if h $ h and h_ are real quantities# i#e*they have the + — o
dimension of resistance, then from (03*4)
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m « V3(h^ + + hg)
b a V 3 - V3h + h ) + - hj
• ♦
<f  ^ O  ^2 +
V ?  C-V2b^ , Vsb. * hg) - ( \  r h^)
\  = ^/3(\ * K *  + V 3 (-Vâb^ " Vsh. + \ )  t
jï| (K^ - h j  I„ + V 3 (-V2h_^ -, Vsb. + hg) -
or a V 2(h^ + h^)I^ + 3g^(b+ - h_)%b - " h_)%0 +
V5(bg - Vah, - Vsh^Xl^ + 1% t Ig)— ---(05.5b)
The two networks which follow from (03*5a) and (03,3b) are as 
shown in Fig, (3#l^a) & Fig* (5,13b) (Ref,:3)\respectively*
Now if h^# h^, are imaginary quantities, say h^ % jk^, 
h^ - and = jk^ then proceeding as before#
\  = bzj(k^ + k.)I^ + _ k^)I^ . ^ ( k _  . k^)I^
+ ^ 5 3 (kg - Vsk^ - ^/2k^)(l^ * h  * — "(05.6a)
or a V 23(k_5^ +k_)Ig " g^(k_^ - k_) + - k^)!^
+ V 5d(kg -  V a k _  "  V 2k ^ ) ( l ^  + 1% + Ig )  - — (05.6b)
The two networks corresponding to (03*6a) and (03,6b) are as 
shown in Fig, (3*l4a) & Fig, (8c, 14b) respectively.
Virtually all the combined networks designed previously 
are special cases of either of the four networks Fig# (3,13a),
Fig, (3.13b)# Fig, (3.14a) and Fig, (3.14b); e,g, the filter net­
work of Fig, (5.80) is a special case of Fig* (3*14a) when h+ = 0
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It la to be noticed that Fig©* (5.13a)# (5,13b)$ (5,14a) 
and (5*14b) are designed on the basis that h^, h^# h^ are either 
real or imaginary , This is done only to maintain the simplicity 
of the filters,
5,4 THRm PHAi^ F FILTOH0Î- 
If
al + bj. + cl « h i t h i + h i (03,7a)a p V V V — —' Qo
then bl^ + cljj + alg = — (05.7b)
and oï^ + aïjj + bl^ « h^(@I_^) + hjiêtj + ---(05.7c)
where a# b, c, h^$ h^ and are complex quantities holding the
following relations
h ^ % a  + # b  + #c
2
h^ - a + 0b + @ 0 
h^ ÎS a 4- b + c
Now if h^ and h^ are £îero, as for instance in the case 
4* O
of negativo**aeQUéhce filter whose output quantity does not contain
positive and zero sequence components, then the above three
expressions will become three phase balanced quantities (h_I_,
2,I © h^I^)* This is the basis of three phase filters. It 
will be noticed here that a, b, 0 are so chosen that h and h_
4* O
become sero and and are replaced by each other in
rotation in the successive expressions.
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For every single^ -phe^ se negative sequence filter there is 
a corresponding threa^phase filter* For example♦ the three** 
phase filter corresponding to Filter No* 1 (Art# 3*11) can he 
obtained as follows;*#
three ainsle-^phase outputs| mutually 120* apart $ are shown in Fig* 
5#15* ïhese three networks can be used to form a three-phase 
system by connecting them in the usual manner* This can be easily 
simplified as shown in Fig* 5*1^# Here the source of primary 
supply is used once instead of three times as in Fig* 5*1^* An 
important point is that the circuitry should be such that there 
is no unwanted feedback in any phase from other phases# The 
use of intermediate Current Ttaneformers may sometimes be necessary 
to avoid such feedback* The output connection can be either star 
or delta* A star-oonnection is shown by dotted lines in Fig#
5*16# Thevenin^s three-phase equivalent circuit of this filter 
is shown in Fig* 5*17$ where ■ i^ the internal impedance of
each phase#
In the expressions (05#7a)$ (05#?b)* (05*7c) a aero 
sequence component is also present along with a negative-sequence 
component (i*e* only positive sequence component is eliminated) 
then the expected three**phasè equivalent circuit will be as shown 
in Fig* 5*18* it is to be noticed hero that the flow of currents 
in the burden will not be affected at all due to sero-sequenoe 
components (h^l^) i#e* the network will still behave as a three- 
phase negative sequence current filter#
FIQ 5 . 1 9 ,
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pLe not always neceasafy to use additional measures 
each as croas-^connected 0,^*a to eliminate àoro'^eequenoe component 
while obtaining a three-phase negative sequence filter.
Based on the above knowledge * a simple three*phaae filter 
corresponding to the single^phase filter of Fig, ^*1$ is designed
(Ref* 21) as shown in Fig# 5#19a* It is to be noticed that the
case
above-^mentioned single phase filter la a special of the filter
shown in Fig* 5*9b (**h I + h_I_** type) where R* * R.*"* . o o
In this three-phase filter# if there is a neutral return 
path between burden and filter, aero-sequence current will flow 
thus upsetting the three-phase system, So a nOutral path through 
the burden should be avoided in such filtersJ ^ero-sequence current 
should only flow through the filter-elements*
%hus, for each single phase ♦•negative sequence filter♦♦ 
or ♦♦combined filter of negative and «iero-sequence components** 
there can be a corresponding three-phase negative sequence filter.
But their circuitry, which may need intermediate current transformers 
to isolate different phases# is usually complex* One simple 
filter# however# corresponding to a bridge filter (Filter 2a, Table 
2) is shown in Fig* 5*20 as suggested in Refs* 5 # 6)#
Similarly, for each single phase **po«itiVe sequence 
filter** or **combined filter of positive or sero-sequence 
components** there can be a corresponding three-phase positive- 
sequence filter#
u.
F I G  S .  2 1 .
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It is to be noticed that since the aero-^eequence 
components in the three expressions are in phase with one anotheri 
it is not possible to obtain a three*phase zero-sequehoe filter* 
Again it is to be noticed that the positive and negative sequence 
components have 120* phase Shifts in successive expressions 
(0^#ya)$ (05*?b) (03#?c) in two opposite directions of rotation* 
Thus any threé-phaee filter of the combined type ^
cannot be achieved*
Three-phase voltage filters can be designed in a similar 
manner* One such filter corresponding to current filter of Fig# 
3*20 is shown in Fig# 3*21 (Refs, 3# 6),
3.5 BmmmTxoM of  ^o 0omQW^B
The three line currents can be related to X # ^  * 0 
components by the following equations?-
Ib
h
«
X  2 o
How# say# it is required to achieve a filter of the general type 
♦*h^ ^ + hgl^* * where h^ # # h^ are the arbitrary
chosen constants*
In general# lot the input current of the general form 
**AI^ + BI^ + Gig## be examined* Resolving and by
# # ^  # jô and 0 ## components and equating the respective co-efficients
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of I and with that of h^  # h^ and h^ the following aets 
of equations can be obtained
A - V ^ B  • V^e = h_^
V hB * V bC =
A + B + 0 which glvee
A a '^/3K + Vsh^
B a - V s h ^  + + Vj5h^
0 . -Vjh^ - + Vshp
From above it can be seen that if and h^ are scalar
quantities then à# B# 0 are also scalar quantities* Bo it is 
possible to achieve such filters by proper transformer connections 
or summation transformers as explained in Section 1*
/ ]
It is to be noted# as mentioned before in Art /$ that 
it is not possible to isolate positive or negative sequence 
components by mere transformer connections*
Kq application of X # ^  filters has been mentioned in 
relaying schemes* But if the summators (or summation-transformers) 
(Ref* 5) sre taken as the combined ^  filters then their 
application can be found in practice as auxiliary mechanisms in 
differential line protection*
The advantage of ©ummators or filters is that they
are very simple in that they work on the transformer-prinoiples 
and such being the case* they are very efficient also*
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6.1, XNTOQPÜCTXQH C
To provide a complete picture on sequence filters* it is 
considered valuable to give a brief review of the usage of these 
filters in general, in connection with the protection of transmi­
ssion and distribution lines. This section outlines briefly the 
roles performed by the sequence filters in protective schemes, 
#Blngle-phase#auto-reclosing*, #Pilot-channel relaying*, *Distance
relaying* and *Power-swing blocking
The following facts are basic clues for designing relay- 
ing-schemeo t-
(a) All faults contain positive-sequenc© currents
(b) During power-swing only positive sequence current is 
present
and (c) Any faulty involving earth, except symmetrical three- 
phase to earth fault, contains sero-sequenoo component.
The generalised equivalent circuits for determining the fault 
currents for series and ehtat faults are given in reference 3 
using symmetrical components*
ot
? I
FIG 6 . 1
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6*2 Si&glG-PhaGe~Auto*BeGlo8ing
PrevlouGly three-^polG tripping and reclosing was widely 
practised but# later# by the introduction of single-pole tripping 
and auto-redo sing it was made possible to isolate the faulty line 
leaving the healthy lines to transmit power# ensuring increased 
and improved stability and reliability of the system* On a 
phase-*to**earth fault (it is assumed that the system neutrals are 
grounded) the scheme operates only to open and reolose the faulty 
phase and on all other types of fault all three phases are opened#
All the phases are tripped if the fault persists after the first 
reclosiire and further reclosing is prevented*
^he establishment of sequence-filter theory resulted in 
the development of a sensitive directional relay in lg42 which is 
capable of distinguishing the faulty phase from the healthy phases 
(îïef# 20)* It depends solely on fault conditions and ie independent 
of all normal condition^»
The scheme utilises a three-phase negative-sequence-filter
whose output contains three syirtme trie ally displaced balanced
negative-sequeaoo currents* Three similar directional relays,
each of which is polarised by asero-sequence current, are connected
to the output terminals of the sequence-filter one in each phase
as shown in Fig* 6*1* The directional relays consist of power-
elements which depend on the cosine of the angle of the input
quantities and they are arranged such that if one of them reacts 
to I^(negative-sequence current) and Io(^ero-sequence-current)#
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2
the second will react to 0X and and the third to # I and I— o — o
where @ is the conventional 120* operator*
In the groundsd-*system# during the single^phase to earth 
fault# the phase angle relations between and are as follows»-
0(1) A-phase to ground fault > I is in phase with \ All vec^ pr
** ( are referred
(2 ) B-phase to ground fault s I leads X  ^ by 120* V to phase
1 current vector
(3) emphase to ground fault i lags by 120* of phase A
00 the directional relay which reacts to I and I will apt in one— o
direction for A^ 13 fault, but will act in Opposite direction for 
and faults* Thus this directional relay is capable of
detecting the ground fault on phase A* Similarly the other two
relays will behave exactly similarly where one of them will detect 
the grouhd fault on phase B Und other on phase Q respectively*
% e n  one phase is tripped# the currents passing in the 
other two phases fo^ms the following phase'**augle relations between
1 and I 8- — o
(1) Phase-A tripped : is in phase with All vectors are
(2) Phase-B tripped i leads by 120* Vreferred to current
(3) Phase-C tripped t I lags I by 120* Jvector of phase A*o I —
The above relations further ensure the selection of the damaged 
phase.
During two phase^to-earth faults the phasoTangle relations
which depend on sero-sequence and negative-sequonco impedance-angles
of the protected system# between I and I may bo as followst-^ o
protective Cu.YYe-ni 
Troiio^fOYnaers at ti^ 
two eyicts oj- tKe 
. t^ Yotecteci LtrLe, PL>V
t  C
PtLoi . c Hctrm et
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(1) BG^grounti fault t I is nearly in phase with I 'X All vectorso *• I
(2) OA^ground fault î I leads Ï nearly by 120^ rare referredo I
(3) AB**ground fault t lags I nearly by 120^ J to currentQ **
vector of ph.A
The above relations show that the undamaged line will be falsely 
selected for tripping which is not wanted and this is a disadvantage 
of the scheme. To overcome this disadvantage an additional device 
is required# This is explained elsewhere (Ref* 20).
6.5 Pilot"Ghannel"Relaying
Full details of different types of Rilot-relaying schemes 
have been described elsewhere# (Refs* 11, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22)# 
These systems are basically adaptations of the principles of 
differential relaying* Modification and economic feaaability of 
these protective schemes were largely due to the application of 
sequence*filters by which a representative single-phase quantity 
can be derived from the three-phase and ground currents at the 
terminals of a protected line and these single-phase quantities 
can be compared over a pilo t-channel* Because of those derived 
single-phase quantities by sequence-filtors it has been possible to 
limit the pilotvchannel#paths to a minimum of two only, which has 
not been feasible otherwise before by any other efficient way#
The block-diagram of the pilotvchannel-relaying devices 
by using sequence-filters is shown in $1%. 6#2#
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The typical phenomenon of all types of faults is that 
they all contain positive-seqi^ence current (I^)* A sequence- 
filter with single-phase positlve-sequenoa output ie therefore a 
good choice for the required aingle-phase quantity In the pilot- 
relaying schemes# But in the case of ground fault * the magnitude 
of may be very small if the aero-sequenc© impedance of the 
protected section is hi^. To overcome this difficulty it is 
suggested in one of the schemes (using current comparison principle) 
to use a sequonoe-filter whose output is a single-phase quantity 
of amplified sero-sequence current (1^) in addition to positive- 
sequence current (l ), i*e# the quantity is of the form *1 , + k I *
*5* O O
where is an amplifying factor for 1  ^(Bef# 21),
But in the above scheme the quantity + k varies
0 0
over a considerable range for different fault-conditioae at the 
same location where 1^ maximum for a three-phase fault and 
minimum for a ground fault* Again, the positive-sequenoe 
component I. of different types of faults is likely to lose some
i*
sensitivity due to the influence of through-current of the system 
loads v;hich, as loads being usually balanced, contain only positive 
sequence currents. This may cause, sometimes, faulty operation 
in some schemes, e,g* incorrect blocking i ^  protective scheme 
using carrier channel. To overcome those difficulties, instead of 
using *1^ + *, *1^ 4 * is Jused as single phase quantity
in a scheme using carrier-channel. But the scheme will fail to 
work during internal three-phase fault, because fault current will 
consist only of positive sequence and no negative and aero components,
et
V  T .
o
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So for fault » it is noceosary to introduce an extra
device in the scheme so that tho singlemphase quantity produced 
consists of positivo^eequence current# the magnitude of which should# 
however# he greater than norraal load current (Ref* 17)*
6,4 Distance Relaying
In 1948$ a scheme was produced requiring one relay only 
(Fig, 6*3) which uses two sequence filters (one positive and 
another negative) with siagle*^phase output quantities# by which 
protection against all types of interphase short circuits is 
feasible* I’he principle of this scheme is briefly discussed 
below (Ref* 3# 19).
The input to the sequence filters are three voltages (V^ ,
(V^ -* 1^%) and (V^ - 1^2) where V^$ and are the derived
voltages from the potential transformers of phases a# b and c
respectively with respect to ground and I $ I. and I ure the phasea p c
currents of the corresponding phases derived from current 
transformers and îô is an impedance the value of which depends on 
the Impedance of the line protected* The output quantities of 
sequence filters are of the form (V^ I^^) and (V^ I_%)
respectively where (V^ - I^&) and (V^ *• I_2) are the equivalent 
positive and negative sequence somponents respectively of the input 
quantities to the common terminal of the sequence filters*
The restraining coil and the operating coil of the 
balanced electromagnetic relay are operated by the single-*phaee
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quantities (?^ ^ and,V^ respectively* The impedance
quantity % can be chosen in such a way that for any type of 
métaXlic-interphàse short circuits at the end of the protected 
zone the quantity (V^ ^ is equal to the quantity - I^%)$
thus preventing the operation Of the relay# i.e# the relay is in 
the balanced condition* #ien the interphase fault is outside the 
protected gone the relay operates in the opening direction and for 
faults within the protected zone it operates in the closing 
direction of the relay (Appendix %1X)*Working on the same principle# 
a new device has been developed which the three input voltages 
(V^ * and <¥^ are directly applied to an
induetion-^cup relay which works on induetion^motor principle# i.e* 
when the negative sequence torque equals to the positive sequence 
torque the relay remains at standstill* When the negative sequence 
torque is greater th»n the positive sequence torque the relay 
moves in one direction and when the negative sequence torque is 
less than the positive sequence torque the relay moves in the other 
direction# Those are the cases which arise depending on whether 
the inerphase fault is at the end# outside or inside the protected 
zone respectively (Bef* 13).
In the same scheme a separate relay vmrking onjsimilar 
principle protects against the three-phase fault* ^
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6,3 Blocking
The only sequence component which is present during the 
swing (without fault) is/positive sequence component# So the 
sequence filters which have an output containing only negative 
sequence component or only zero sequence component or both will 
have no output during swings# With this idea in mind# and using 
a negative-sequence (or combined negative and zero sequence) filter# 
a relaying device can be developed by which the main^protection 
can be unblocked during faults with or without svrings and can be 
blocked during swing only (Refs# 3# 12)# The disadvantage of 
such a scheme is that it may fail to work during three-*phase fault 
which contains only positive sequence components# But practical 
experience has shown that there is momentary appearance of 
negative sequence component across the filter du© to non- 
simultaneous short-circuiting of the three phases# It ie to be 
noted also that there ie some momentary voltage appearance across 
the filters due to transients during the three-phase or any fault#
ab
c
R,
= K/0
R
= K/60
Fis. 7
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In protective aohemoe which are doelgaed to react to the 
sequence coaiponeats which arise during abnormal conditione, it is 
usual for a relay to act in conjunction with a separate sequence 
filter* Such filters have been discussed in this work* 5?his comb­
ination however is not necessarily the best arrangement* It may be
sometime more convenient in practice^ and more /efficient^ to com­
bine the two units* An example of this procedure is the current 
filter Ic of Table 1( Art*3#6*D* Using the same network constants* 
an electromagnetic relay can be constructed (Bef*6) as shovm in 
Fig*7, where the resulting magnetic flux is proportional to the 
sum of the currents in the three special symmetrical windings* 
Although design principles of such combined inits have not been 
treated here, the filter theories which have been considered still 
apply*
Apart from the obvious possibility of developing new relay­
ing schemes using sequence filters* further investigation of the 
transient behaviour of filters for different fault conditions is 
required* There is also considerable scope for thorough theoreti­
cal treatment of the performance of sequence filters in different 
relaying schemes*
This work is not presented with any degree of finalijty* but 
rather as an initial systematic analysis of a subject which has 
hitherto been treated in fragraenta* It is hoped that it may be of 
assistance in enabling filters for specific purposes to be synthe­
sised from the general principles discussed*
CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING NEGATIVE SEQUENCE 
FILTERS
Appendix lA
By applying Thevenings principle, the open circuit 
voltage of the filter (Fig# 2#4) is given by
= ( 4 L  + 4 L  + 4 4 ) 4  + (4L + 4 L  + 4 L > 4
 - - - - - - - - - - - -  (\L + L L  +
“ ( 4 4  + 4 ^ 2   -------- 4 L y
( 4 4  + 4 4   - - - -   44)^"^
( 4 4  + °24  -------- °n\\
Qp E %» al *f* bl« *f* cX " » la)00 a b c
where a « A. 21- + A_0^ + A^a1 1  2 2 n n
b = + Bg Zg +  + 4 4
0 “ C-S-, -f' + ******* +11 22 n n
Replacing I_, I, and I by sequence coinponenta in eqn# (la), a u  c
= a(I + I + I ) + b(@4_ + @I + I ) + c(@I^ + + r  )00 + — O + — 0 + — o
« (a + €pb + Gc)!^ + (a + + @^c)I + (a + b + o)I^
T — O
In the above equation if
Pa + # b  + ©g:AO — **— -._w^ -^,M.***(lb)
and a *f fo + G « 0 (xc)
then is a function of I only#00 * V
The necessary condition to obtain the desired negative 
sequence filter, found by solving oquns# (lb) and(lc) is
Appendix IB
From Fig* (2*^),
Short circuit current % I « (A-I_ + B-I. +sc l a  l b  1 0
K
4- (A_I_ + B^ I. + G^ I^ )---   -
3 4
he = (44 + 4 4 ^ 4  + (44 + 44>'L + (°i4 + 4 4 ^ 4
, . " ( Id)
^2 S
where ■= 4  ®
To obtain a negative sequence filter, the oo-effioieats
of I and must be zero*
+ 0
hence from eqn* (Id)
(A^k^ A^kg) + (B^k^ + B^k^) + (O^k^ + Ç^kg) = 0. (le)
and (A^k^ + A^k^) + 4- ^  ^...(If)
*% from eqns. (le) and(lf) the following relation can be obtained;
^i4 ■'■ 4 4  4 4  * 4 4  ®i4 * ®a4 ,, ^
- T T T   J T T "  —
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APPENDIX XI ERROR IN OUTPUT CURRENT OF C.T,
Nortonvariant of the C*T* equivalent circuit is shown
in Fig* (5*la)* If is the burden across the G#T# then the
- Z Z
voltage aoroBS the load a (say) = I . * — —
L mag
' ♦ A » " ' '  = - 3 % )  "  W = "  %mag mag
4 t L
® 4 t4 (^ot * “z ) "" “ — — (2.1)
mag
In the ideal case voltage across the 0#T. (or load) = I
= (Bay).. . (2.2)
from (2.2) and (2,1)
- 3 % ;  '
E E
Output current of C*T, = current in ^ * 5""..)
L r^uag
when »  Zg, then = 4  + 2^ t 4
„  4  . ,
«t " 4  + 4  "
Output current of C*T* -L (X^ i. - )
'
It can be argued that a current sequence filter consists 
of several current sources instead of a single source and hence 
the output current may be different* But it can be seen that 
the same result will be arrived at as shown by the following 
calculations8-
Let a black box containing a network with several current sources 
be put across the 0*T* concerned as shown in Fig, (App, 2#1)*
Btactc . Box
FIG App i
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But the black box also can bè represented by a Borton*s variant as 
shovm in Fig. (App# 2*la)#
So the above circuit (Fig# App# 2*1) can be represented 
as shovm in Fig* (App* 2*lb)*
Ideal voltage across the C#ÏT# concerned « Z^^*
Due to impurities in the 0#T# concerned the circuit will
be different from the ideal circuit as shown in Fig# (Appp 2*lc)#
Here is assumed to be vary large compared to B and hence 2» m s a
is ignored to simplify the calculation*’*
Voltage across the output terminal « » (I^^
a .
m
It has been mentioned before in the main text that the impedance 
seen at the C.T# terminal muet be very lov/ compared to i*e#
S b ' • ®o “ ^BB
n*ï*
" + ^BB -
Hi
B B .
. %  current through ~ + 1^3
Do m
•*. Distribution of currents in the circuit should be as shown in 
Fig# (App# 2,Id) which shows that the current output from the G#ï*
= e<5t "
IrJhen cannot be ignored in comparison to the above expression
should be multiplied by and replaced by Z Z + 2 )
mag m s
APPÊMDIX III S 33REOH IK VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER OUTPUT
 .......................    Il  ii i«w ii«MWi PI1 IIM
From Fig#3»lb( actual equivalent circuit)# 
the impedance of in parallel with 
(a P Z )
“ z'-Tz'-'k —  =m s2 D
S Z
** Voltage across % * V,Vs ^ (1* V . *? n . V.
(aà Zp»Z^3_)
Z.P
A Voltage aorose Z. = (Voltage across
I- “ P' w
= V  Vpt (1- ÿ )  ^L»^s2>
V
V  <V - f  “.2> ■
V
where » Ideal output current#
Xi
c Xc, ^
— - S - —
r - r z i
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Appendix IV A
BASIC CONDITIONS FOR DESIGNING DIFFERENT KINDS 
OF NEGATIVE SEQUENCE FILTERS
Let the current in the impedance element Z (Fig* App. 4*1) 
he (al^ + + el^)* So the output quantity (current) in the
burden is proportional to (al^ + bl^ t cl^) 
i*e* output current
t bl^ 4. ol^) 
oCv [(a - Vsb - Vsc) (b *. c)
4* j^ (a -• ^/2b •* ^/2c) + (b • c)
+ j^a 4 b + oj
which is similar to expression (1) (Art, 2.4)# It has been 
explained in Art, 2.4 that it is not possible to isolate I or I #4*
one at a time * under the above condition.
From eqn. I d  (Appendix lA) 
a b e
For a two*»element filter n « 2 
. * putting a =£ A^%^ + ^2^2
Q (say)
in the above equation, the
following sets of equations can be obtained. 
A.
+ AgZg a - &)
* ®2^2 » QC® “ 1)
* ®2®2 “ •*
giving (A^ + + (Ag + irBg + @flg)Z2 = 0 (4a)
and
2
iS-| Ap 4- 0 Bg 4" ®Gp 
from (4a) »        /18Q**
2 A^ + © 4*
•*. from (4b) and (4o)
Ap + @ Bp + #Gp
(A. + B. + G») — ---------    /180* + (A^  4 B^  + Gp) « 0
 ^  ^ 1 + #0^  2 2 2
or (A^  + + 03_5(Ap + CB^ + @0g) - (Ag + Bg + Cg)(Aj_ + + @C^ )
K 0
!So satisfy the above condition the real and the 
imaginary parte of the above equation should be aero» i#e*
[(Aj^  + \  * G^XAg - V aSg - V^Gg) ^ (Ag + Bg + Gg).
(A^ - VsBj^, - VaCj^)] = 0
and [(A^  + + G^X-^ Eg + %  Gg) - (Ag + Eg + Cg)«
(- |1b^ + p c p ] =  0
Solving the above pair of equations» the following relations can
be obtained
+ G^ = 0 — ------- -------
and Ap + Bp + Cp a 0
Appendix IV G
(a) If the input stimuli be 1(1^ - I^) and m(l. - I )
as shown in Fig* 3*3®-* 
then = 1, % -1» 0^ s o
and = 0, = m» 0^
*\  from eqn* (4c)
^  - x/6o»  (4f)
^2 1 = / l  ^
, mwhere x % ^
(b) If the input stimuli be 1(1^ - I^) and m(I^ - 1^),
Fig* 3,3b,
then = 1, » *1, = 0
and Ag - ^/3m, Bg a -^/3m, Gg a -^/3m
an m(I^ - I^) = - V?!,, • Vjt^)
from eqn, (4c)
^ ■ V ?  ■ V ? < f  * _ ( W
^2 ^ (1 - / )
where x = J
(o) If the two input stimuli be 1(1^ - I^) and
md b  - I^)t Fig* 3»3c, 
then A^ a 1| « -1, G^ *= 0
and Ag - Bg =, Cg «
as m(Lb - X^) = m(^/3X^ + ^/3Ib - V3I^) 
* . from eqn* (4c)
I -1 f..- V? « V?>, («.)
1, _ mwhere * « j*#
(d) If the two input stimuli! be 1(1 - I, ) anda p
m(lg - Ig), FIs. 3.3a
then w 1, « -*»X, = 0
and Ag = -Vsm» Bg = -Vsm* Gg = ^/3m 
as m(Ig - I^) s m(-V3Ig^ - ^/3X^ + ^/3Ig)
## # from eqn# (4c)
where % « &
Appendix XV D
From eqn* (Id) (Appendix \ a  ) 
a b c « Q (say)
Because it is a throe element network n % 3,
1^1 •f ^2 '^a f
+ + ®3^5
A + «2^2 4 G3Z3
in the above equation the following relations can be obtained
^ ê)3^3
+ BgZg + B-Z, « Q,{@ -
+ «2^2 + S S  = “
which give „
I)
@ 4
:^2
Ag Aj - X) S3 Ay (@'^  - @)
Bg Bg (@ - 1) Bg (@ - 1)
C- C_ (1 - @^)d 3 Og (1 -
q
2
(@ @) A^ Ag 1Z *1 *2 H
(@ - 1) Bg ®2 ®3
(1 - (f ) Qg S
'1
>1
'X
(4j)
APPISroiX y BASIC c o n d i t i o n for d es igni ng b ri dge fil ters
Here, A^I^ + ' %%
and AgZa + ®2^b * °zh = *b "
/# A^ =: 1, a -1, G^ = 0
Ag « Of Bg «= 1* Cg w -X
Putting these values in eqn* (Ig) the following relations can be 
obtained
k .  kp -  k ,  -k p
(l - @^)k_ = kg(@ - @ )
or k^ = kg
or ^1 = kg
i T T C  = r f r ^ '  ---------------------------
^2
"1 * ^2 \  “3
or 1 4 4 mg/6o* « 0
where - %.
■i • é  *■ -2 - SÎ
2 3
A P P B r o X X  V I  F R E Q U E N C Y  Q U A L I T Y
(a) Let f^^(k) = Open circuit voltage due to positive sequence
component when frequency is k times nominal 
frequency*
V00'
%(k)
I.
« open circuit voltage due to negative sequence 
component at nominal frequency*
( Internal impedance of the filter t Burden 
impedance ) when frequency is k times nominal 
frequency*
s Internal impedance of the filter at nominal 
frequency.
« Burden impedance at nominal frequency*
f^^(k) - Short circuit current due to positive sequence 
component when frequency ia k times nominal 
frequency.
- Short-circuit due to negative sequence compo­
nent at nominal frequency*
Let a current filter he considered. Then from the knowledge of 
Thev©nin*s équivalent circuit and from Art. 3*7 ;
Error due to positive sequence component
d f F )
dk rroï*
|f^^(k)/2(k)j )/V^^
(as burden current = v / ( ) )0 C — J- Jj
= !i-L!à
k=l V__ dk ztkT
0 0 - k “ l
i Xi 
V
00- foc(k) & ifer + m r & k^l
?i, 4%_ 3. li
V
00-
0 4 dk^oc^^)
ks=l
V
00- k=l
(6a)
Similarly it can be shown also that
Iso-
d
dit
k^ sl
6b) In a bridge filter, (Art* 3,6*2 )
2^ (k) Z
3(k)
^ab  ^ ^bc Z^kT
(6b)
where E^(k), ^p(k) etc, are the impedances of 
Zp etc* at k times nominal frequency*
k%l
From (3&) & (6c)
dk
Z,(k) 
'■'•ab  ^ Zg(k)
0
Z,.(k)
-2
-2
1 * 4.
} * S^(k5
d_
die Liprsy
d ! \(k)
k=l
âk IÏ!, ( k ) . 
3
Üi( I ft {
*•ft * *(6c)
k=l
-2
4 I a_ i %4(k)
bo dk lïïrOtT-
3 kal
-a
4
âk O F r ^ ^ = H a _  + âE z ^
2
,,#(6d)
k»l
Z. Z
Lc-= Iab X 2
4 Ibo
0^
]^T I I I  I i mmilu  , iiiË
- 5"-\
From (6b), (6d) and (6e)
|i = fe ti + !&z.
%^(k) Z^(k)
&  * k  zjfiy
k=l
’Frequency error* and 'Frequency quality* are usually expressed 
in absolute values.
APPENDIX VII s IMPBDANOB QUALITY
Let « Open circuit voltage of the filter 
g^/0i = Internal impedance of the filter 
z Burden impedance,
a
A Volt-ampere output «
®0C
PC
Differentiating the above expression with respect to 
(taking as variable) and equating to sero, gives a^ =s * 
So for maximum YA-output R. should be equal to
*o."VA maxirauiii
Now if made variable, then the maximum VA-output
can be seen to be further increased if ) - + n which
is not possible to be fulfilled in practice as explained in 
Art,3,8.
A'PPMDIX YII A : VA-INPUT TO THE FILTER
Filter 2c of Table 2 is chosen to show that the ‘*VA-input 
to the filter* calculated on the negatlve-aoquence basis is 
equal to that calculated on the positive-sequenae basis*
Again it will be seen here that, in comparison, the calcula­
tion on the negative-sequence basis is more complex than that 
on the positive sequence basis*
Let I be the circulating current through the impedance elements 
on the open circuit condition of the filter, as shown in 
Fig,APP,7a,
îa.t>
■ I k
FIG AF>|a 7b.
loJb k^»c
— GD-
— j 'fi
- 3Z
— GD—
<    —
ÇZÏHHB-
Î'.-’V  t
H
I -I,
FIG Af»f» 7.C.
From the loop,
Kxz + f5a - 33 - 3xf5a) - = 0
o r ,  I(x+f5) -  3l(l+xf3) = -3I_x + 3|_ /-3Q*
( c o n s id e r in g  n e g a t iv e  seq u en ce  com pon en t)
o r ,  I e 31
” 2(x +V3X+1)
where cos@ « 2-x
2V(x -x^+1)
& 8in0 »
How l e t  be th e  b u rd e n  c u r r e n t *
** The d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  c u r r e n t s  1^ and as shown i n  F ig .A P P .y b
IS  g iv e n  b y  Ij_  = \ l3zU j a f x a - j i / j x a  "  * ( 1 - 3 V 3 )
= I ^ '  2 x / « 6 q * ............ ( 7 b )
I.
Similarly
w h ere  = (x + 'i / j )  -  j ( i + V 3 x )  
Ig = (V3 -  j )  = I^'2/-30" .... (70)
« By superposition of (7a), (7b) and (7c) the actual distribu­
tion of currents are shown in Fig.APP#7c*
*• Yolt-amp Input - (YA)^^ =* j^YA-input from source 1^^)
'ab
bo
f5zi - 
xV'321+
lab'I
Ibo':
-i' (YA-input from source 
V3aA(e-3Q^) - 1 V3giA(6o^-3Q^)
xf3g/(**9Q^ -Q)-*9Q^  - ^tc* :*:^ 3^z/-<90''-f'30'^ 90''^
abOn the negative sequence basis jl 
Putting the value© of I, I^, 1^ , k and
:bcl =|V3i
(7d)
(7e)
1 I from (7a)* 
bo'
(7b), (7c) and (7e) respectively in equation (?d), (VA).
after simplification , will be obtained as,
input*
(VA)input = ^  V(x^+TT3x+1)  (?f)
It is to be noted In expression (?d) that,
ab'%1 f3gA30* +1 Iijo • ^ 21 «T3Z/-210" = 0
VIhen the calculation is done on the positive-eequence basis, 
there is no current in the burden,i*e* the burden is in bet^ 
ween equipotential points, and so this condition will remain 
uneffected even if the two equipotential points (or burden)
are short^oircuited(or open circuited)* With this prevj^^ge, 
it can be appreciated that the calculation of on
the positive-^sequence basis is simplified# It will be seen in 
Appendix XIIX,equ#(13hj that the same result as (?f) is arri­
ved by calculating on the positive sequence basis for the same 
filter#
APPmPIX VIII DESIGN FORMULAE OF 1st CATEGORY OF SERIES FILTERS 
(a) The open circuit voltage p E00
= 102 x(lb - L Ü
}]*■
SI.
^ I + sSiüâSl \ ^  = %/&0* $ equ# 4f)%2
^ 1 • )............................... ,#*..(8a)
Internal impedance of the filter ^
a.
B + %g = Eg(l + g») = Kgd + x/60*)   (8b)
2
Bet
« from (8b)I % {s^ (/y 4- x/6o** )
or, GOsY^+ X 008(60*+^) + j sin'^ + j x ©in(60* 4-f)|’
— ( X 4‘X4‘1)/^ #######*#####*####****#*###***$#*#( 8c )
where oos&= 9 ^ ^ J L .S9SS.§9.yiX
f(x +X4-1)
and 8in&= ^ S£-tJF,jfe (^iqlLt).
V ( X +X4'l)
A Burden current a % = where k ./9 ia the matched
burden
z„f(x^+x+l). ( ^  +^)
( from (8a) )
#*# X.
I
h
iT ( X^ +X4*l ) 2l + ^ '
**##**####***#*#**#(Sd)
YoXt-amp Input (calculated on the poeitive ©equenoo basis)
= (V^)input = ^ \ h \ % h
B 1^, x)|
B 1 .^ xagf(x^+x+l) »............ ,..(8e)
«f* from (8d) ÊÎ (8e)
% +X+1
eg 1*^# .. I. JL .......... _  ^ «••*#*( 8f)
2 - • Ï'+ 'oofôëT co’s^ f 'sln0#sink
Two sets of YA^quailby curves from (8f) with two suitable 
value© ofy(Ta  0* andY^e -90* ) are shovai in Figs*QX for 6o* 
(i#e,, #s6o*) and 90* (1*0», #«90*) matched burdens for compa­
risons* It is to be noted here that a 90* matched burden is 
impossible to achieve, but it is chosen because it ira the 
extreme case of pure inductive burden*
(b) It can bo seen from the relation (4f) that the impedance
elements can be chosen such that t
and Zp can both be inductive 
or, can be inductive and fjp can be-capacitive
OX’, Ztj and 2i^ can both bo capacitive *
If and Zp are both be inductive, i*e* Zp « $ say,
and ^ xz^/6ù^+ T 
at nominal frequency,
thea
then 2^(k) « cos(60*4-^) ^ j xkSg, Gia(6o*+^) #»*****#,,.{8g
and &g(k) = cobŸ + j k sln'î^  #***,*,*#*,*,**,*,.#(8'a'""" "'2
from (8g) and (8b)
I' (k) =5 1|(% oos(6o*4’'^) + j k X #3 sin (60*.+^) Ll
+ Ija a k ©3 Binr| X
= T/3 a-,1,
k*l '*'
c sAa(60**H-^ )/30‘’ + * sia^go'
" ^ \ (81) 
from (8a) , = | |  « I. 3 %» % %g  ...... ,..(8j)
** from (6a), (8i) and (8j),
^ a 0*3 (8k)
Similarly it can be shown that Jrhe frequency quality is 
0*5 if and are both capacitive*
Hov; lot be induetiVe and Ep be capacitive, e*g.
'^2 ” I (at nominal frequency)
and - X T 5
è 2L(k) X 0  ^cos(60*-y^) 4- j k % sin(6o*-y^)** X *-  ^ Æ
& %p(k) « £jp c o s - j ^  sin
A fggCk) B ^ n*" ^2 cos(6G*-'f') + j k % Bin(60"-Y' ^
+ * \ o  [fz 3 Ijâ sia':^ j
f _ ( k ) |  = #  I . X z, 1 I Sin(60®-V') + sia /*120" |
lk=l + 2 I ' «— ~ ~  Idk
f3 % 8% 1+ 1 f( .75 - ^  Binaf + eia^ 'f) .,.(81)
from (6a) $ (8j) and (81)
IX « ^ V (  *75 •* ^  sin2y/ 4 sin^ ) ##**♦*#**♦(8m) 
the minimum value of which is *29 at = 30*.
<ü)<2 >
Fia A P P  Ô . I.
(o) If one of the gtimulll i'e reversed (Fig#APP 8*1) then to .obtain 
the negative seqtteaçé filter^ the condition to be eatiefied ie
^  « xAiao*^ *
2
Let ^2 ■“ \ (at nominal frequency)
and 0^ » X ) ?
X z
# (k) » X z., coaClBO**^^ ) ^ j
^ "I* f
and %g(k) » Sg cosV' + j Is einy
sxndao*-^ )
~ fgg(k) a Zg coe(120«-y) - j -g-ê.- aln(iao%y
- *2 ooay+ 3 % k gg slnl^ . 1.......
dk
k=l
a f3 I^ , X 8g |sin(120»*y) - siny/~120* 1.1
(8a)
00'
5 I. % » 1 *#*###,##**#*****#*#**#*#»***#*( 8p)
A from (6a)t (8n) and (8p)$
Bin(l20*-Y^  ) p* sinY-A l 2Q^ #*•*****«»«(8q)
From above ix = #765
31 = * 866 
and 11 % ,765
when ^ ^ 30  ^ Ï
when y ^ 60  ^ }
when 'f = 90*^
APPENDIX IX DESIGN FORMULAE OF 2nd CATEGORY OF SERIES FILTERS 
(a) Open clrcwit voltage ? E
f3t. a-A32l ♦ X I Zg Ll = I X Z./60* I g  (9a)^ ** *>.... r/ ^ ^ ,!•* «* C"'"  ' ^
Wow let 2^ «
(ae ^  ^  /150^ f from equ* % )
t h m  \  )
2
ë If3 0 0 3 ooo(^^-30*) + j iT; ela ^  » j 8in(^^~20*ÿ
F.’a V + % )/ ^  #####*#**#*##*##*#*##*#**##*(9b)
%Aepe cos &=
f(y.)x+xg)
f.
sin &= UMl:ïii,T ^ L . a ? .:),
ir(3*5ac+x )
" From (9a) and (9b)i Burden current = il,
VT3"3x+x )
i where ^  = angle of the matched
burden*
•‘ (VA)ontput =
„  ,  V3x Z„
= -^i — — 4
f(3-3x+x'")
I,
Z f T T V
(VA),lîlpUt 1I^^(3Z, + x^Zp) I « X a. a1, (V3/1S0* +x)
= X  3 V(3**3x+x ) ♦'!2
* From (9o) and (9d)» VA-quality a a
(3-3%+% ) z : ^
il
(9d)
2 ,
■>vv a '  la )
-GO—
O Z Z F
 r B u l T o e " "  ^----
Fia Af>^ 9.1,
\
= — & ________________ L _ ________ _
a( 1 4- 0080 008&* 8in9 sin&y
A Aaet of curvoB with 6o^ and $0^ matched- burdens is shown 
in Fig*GB corresponding to the above equaMon whenY ^
(b) Let = ÿr a^/150^ Î'
^ j (at nominal frequenoy)
and ^ !
X sip % %p
2^(k) 008(150*^ -r) + j k aind^oAY)
and S^(k) % z^QOsf ^  j ^  sin Yk
:ab %
X z.
h  = 1, |V3 k ^  s M l g O V y y g O '
k^l ^
+ X ^  eiiiT
V :t: O 0
V KÏ 
00^ 0Ç
- 1*1, X^ d
=» X Z.^ é 1
k%:l
+ sin'f I ***(9e) 
**######***##**#*#$*$$#**(9f)
••*##*«**(9g)
A from (6a)I (9©) and (9f)
p, =: sin( 150**** Y" )/%T
which gives p, - .1*8 when =3 90  ^ J
|i =3 X#?5 when f  = 7 *^"
p, - 1,8 when - 60*
(c) If one of the stimuli is reversed (Fig*APP 9*1) then to
obtain a negative sequence filter the condition to be satis­
fied is
Zg " Î3 6 m : <9h)
where x - m
VVIV
A
Eqg = 1 I _  % a V - 120*        ( 9 1 )
Let gg K
= =2( Z f  + fg-6 ipi.tr..,, )
= Zg f ( x ^ + 3 % + 3 ) / & $ . , . , . . . . . . . , . « . . « . . . . , , . . . . , . ( 9 3 )
where cos =
f(x +$x*3) 
and sin = £„.g^ E(^6 t ,),
f(x‘^+3x+3)
Bur(ien current T
®00
1. V'3 X I
L ^jJZE * 2 0 V’(x^+3x+3) /"S + M
•••
I
2 T %
«•■hnput “ ‘ab
p P , IP
I  -  r  2p1 la 0 1 2 # X
A From (9k) and (91)
F (%y+3%+3)
f3 X 1 /Q \
( ) B (l CO80 C O S + ain^ Gin Sy
Two sets of VA-»quality curves from equ, (9m) with two sui* 
table values of (V- %6o* ani f - -6o* ) are shown in Fig* G3 
for 6o^ an(% 90^ matched burdens for compariBOne*
(d) Lot, at nominal frequency.
<X‘V
X z,
&
^1 V3 5 Both are Inductive
% _ g, Ap Î 1,0,, 90*» > ?  > 30*»
"^2 "" ^2 WL.
2^(k) -
Î
X Sp k X Zp
co@(^30*+T ) f j 6in(**30^+/")  .... ,,,£9n)
2^(k) = Zg 0OBŸ + j k Zg sin Y
f*
lab ^ <V^o> %2(k).
From (9n)t (9ï>) and <9q)
.1
(9p)
(9q)
at = % %2 I,
=z J  X 1 . 1d 2 +
Bin(Y *30*)/30* sin'f* ,1
e 1. I X Zg 001 "* 2From (9i), e
From (6a), (9r) and (9s) , p » 0,5
Similarly for ~6o*, ji = 0,5 «
Wow if 30*^Y'^ 0* 
then gg » Zg/ y  (inductive) 
and Z^ = ( X Zg/V3 ) /-(30*«)^) (capacitive) Î
(9r)
(9s)
at nominal 
frequency
X z. X z
2j_(k) = "Yg" 008(30»-)L) - j 8in(30"-Y) ....   (9t)
& z^ (k) ^ cos Y f j k Zg B±iif 
from (9q)f (9t) and (9u),
(9u)
d
ksl
» Zg Xc + sin(30*-^^)/30* - sin y- .
X V - V3 cosy, Biny^ + 3 sin'^ y^ ) *,,.(9v)
#<» from (6a), (9s) and (9v)
V*( I - f3 0
minimum of which is at « 13*^ giving y,ss 0,134
]i « Y' ^ * V cosy* sin Y  + 3 sin^Ÿ ) # (9w)
APPETOIX X DESIGN FORMULAE OF ifth CATEGORY OF SERIES FILTERS
(a) Open circuit voltage = = Fd^-I^) + %(Ig - Ig)%2 1
C |2 X Zg I_ /-IRQ" ^  1 .........(10a)
(as ^  ^  /*90* , from equ,(4i))
= »a f(3+x (10b)
where cos ^  ^
lT(3+x^ )
and sin = Ü..Si&alz.2 .e % ± .
f(3+x'-)
A From (10a) and (10b)
I.il
oc , where 0 Is the angle of the matched
burden
f(3+x^) 2k  ■'• 2k
1
(^ ■^ ) output
T r^,4Î.y W  .
iJ J
_  4f3 1^
I
Zèr umm# lf¥tm0
#*##***#**(10 0)
(VA)input ^c"^o
2
X a -  l 4  f ( 3 + x ^ ) .  1'(Z Tf* (lOd)
’• From (10c) and (10#),
VA-quality =»^= —itLsUL 
I (3 +
_ aT3 X
Æ  "*7i
• «•*,«(10 e)
» —  "     "  .  M i H - ' - m  l U i i i i  u n n m i i  ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  H i i » « n i m i » . M M — i » i n n i i i n i w  ijmi,
(3 f X 7 ^ 008 ^ *0080 i" 8in0,sinS
Two oeto of VA-quality curves from equ*(10e) with two sui­
table values of (Y-90*» a n d ) are shown in Flg,G4 for
6o° and 90*^ matched burdens for comparisons.
(b) At nominal frequency lot
^2 ^ziX {Inductive)
- (% Zp/ i3) /-(90*»-Y  ) (Capacitive)
X z
a^(k) = 2
X z.
sinY" ■* j *w*w«m- 008 Y ##*#$*#,*,$*###,#*#,( 10f)
 ............... , , ( 1 0 g )i^p(k) « Zp cos Y-^  j k Zp sia Y  « # * 
A from (lOf), (lOg) and (lOh),
k  0^ 0 I, , ”ks=l I $ X Bg 00SY-/30» + X Zg siav-/120.°|
I X Zg4'
1
(103)
rojrt (lOa)I V — k *îï 2 X #***#,##»#####*#»#,,#( 10k)oc*» 00 d —
** From (6a), (10j) and (10k), 
n - o # 3  **• ( 101)
APPENDIX XI CONDITION FOR A THREE ELEMENT NEGATIVE SEQUENCE 
SERIES FILTER
®oo “ ■*‘ab " b^c 2^ ^ca 3^
= f3 I^ ( Zj^ /30» + Zg/90° - %L/30» )
+ V3 ( 2^-30» - 2g/90* - Z /30» )
To obtain a negative sequence filter,
2i62l •'■ 2ig6al - 3/-30» = 0
APPENDIX XXI DESIGN FORMULAE OF BRIDGE FILTERS
(a) If » m/[ 0± and » m/ 
then the equation (§g) becomes 
X 'h m /-6o®+0i f m/6o*-f-0^ » 0
or, 1 t- m cos(60®*^ï^) + in OOG(60*^
- 3 m Gin(6o*~0^^ + j m ein(6o*+j^^) % 0
•* 1 *1* m ooG(6o*"0^) 4 m 00^(60*40^) 0 .${l2a)
and m sin(60'^ 4|^ g) ^ m ain(6o**0^^ » o ,#.(12b)
from (12b), 0^ = 0^ 0^ say)
Putting this value in (12a)
1 4 m oob(6O**40) 4 m OoG(6O°*0) & 0
or, 1  ^2m Qoa(6o^4pf) o O **»*****##,
(b) If m - i and 0 % 120* which aatiefy the equation (12c),
ft Si
then ~  ÎS % /**120* and ~  « ^/12Q* *
2 3
Let - &/-90* and « 2ja/^0*
and - 2z/ /-90* and - 2^ 5* /30*
s *and let -—  ss k , whore a and £i* are arbitary constants.
" Z^+Zg = a ( /"90° + 2/30° ) = V'3 2 .................. ,(X2d)
and % + c % 8 ( 2/-90° + /gO° ) = V3 x a /-60°  (X2o)
( 2,+2p)( 2 +%.)
%  * -   - — - r - p r r - i  ir ii _■ m  * # » •  <1 i  V  I c I  /
i (2^ +^gg) //
*• From (3.2d), (12e) and (12f),
Z = V'3g.f3 % z /-6o° 
^ V? z + Y3 X 0
f3 ;X
■\f(x "+X4l)
a
and sin % -
2 f(x'^ 4x+l)
Ï 1
2 '\T(x‘^4X‘fl)
z. %
Short circuit current = I e Isc ah 4 I
3
he* %_40. 
3 4
f..
■ 5  1. jpt^âs:
Z 21
(as, from (5a), ■= /60° )
'l'"2 -5""4
From (I2h), Igg = 3 I_
/60*
= 3 1, il + ( # A 2 o " ^ " I. m
(12h)
»#**$##(12%)
Burden current % 1' 1 — T ^BC .,..(12j)(M SC /- &  + /s
where 9 is the angle of the matched burden.
2
A Volt-amp output « (VA)output
T 2 "so
1
;= ...(12k)
A From (121), (iHc) and (12f),
12 I 2 8.
   ■ Z 5 r % p  ■output
3 X 8 
+/e| +X4i)
V(x^4X4l). (l4COsS cos9 - sin9 sin^ )
6V 3 X a . . (121)
Impedance of in parallel with 7j^ = ^  % /*60* ..(12m)
Similarly impedance of 2^ in parallel with x z *,,,(l2n)
A From (12m) and (12n),
(?A)input "abl" + |"bc|"
S 2f3 V(x 4X41) a I
2 (12p)
« From (121) and (12p), 
3 X
"(x^4X4l) • Ç "qQ3^ COs9 - ain9 sin )   ..(12q)
VA-quality curves from equ,(12q) are shown in 3Tig*G3 for 60* 
and 90* matched burden*
(o) Z^Ck) = -3 I , %g(k) = 2z( + j I k)
21^ (k) = -2 j & , ^^(k) » s* ( 4 3 ^ k)
* d_ __ ^
" dk ” dk
. 3ë
k
2z + j ^ k)
_ j + j, g k ...... (I2r)
(Vgk+jk)
â 1
Similarly ^  O k T  = 3 % (^3 + 3 ^k) (126)
•*• From (6f), (12r) and (12s),
\  -1
:= 0
3
fc,.l,„j, 2,^k + j i(V5+j2k)
(f3k4jk) k=l
(12t)
APPENDIX XIXX DESIGN FORMULAE OF A BRIDGE FILTER (SECOND KIND)
(a) If m “ ^  and 0 % 90* which satisfy the equation (12c),
and ^  ^ ^  •
Let = z/-90° » Sg = f3 z
= V? z /-90* , = a* and let ~  c x
where z and a* are arbitary constants.
%^+%2 * z(f3-j) = 2z /-30°      (13a)
a + a ^  s X a ( 1- 3V3 ) = 2 X a /« 6 o *   ( 13b )
Î. From (13a), (13b) and (12f),
' =- f(x^+V3%+l) ^
where oos ^  = ......... . im
and siu ^  *
2 ^(x^+VSx+l) 
f3 + %
2 ■f(x^ +V3x-i-l)
From (12h), fe 3I_   = 1.3 V3 I /30° ..(13d)
5 . ^
From (12k) and (13d),
(VA)output = 2. 2.25 l 3
1
+ ÙL
Impedance of in parallel with
= =  .
Similarly impedance of Z.^ in parallel with ^  x g/-30*
«•**•(13s)
*• From (13#) and (I3 g), (^^^.culated on the positive
sequence basis) Iab a."K Ibe ^ |2. X Z/-30'
l 3  0 V(%^+f3%+l)      (13h)
A From (13c), (13e) nnd (13h)
(VA)- quality = 3f3 X
f(x^+V5x+l)
VA-quality curves from equ*(13i) are shown in Fig*G6 for 
60® and 90* matched burdens#
(b)
Z^(lc) = -  j  0  , Zg(k) = V”3 B, S i^ « -  d ^  z ' & Z^(k) = B’
i.
dk zTCkJ = 3
f5 k‘
and â_dk
(13d)
(13k)
( 1 + ) s /‘»gO°
From (6f), (13d). (13k) and (131),
, /-X20’ a 0.29 ..(l3ra)
kssl
lit
<3D ay
F IQ. App.ki
AP’PËWPIX  XIV DESIGN OF A BRIDGE FILTER WITH lab AND Ih,
IN THE SA14E DIRECTION 
(a) From Flg»APP*14*l, short circuit current = Isc
ab * ^bc (14a)
3 è
For a negative sequence filter the co-efficient of I^ must he
» 2i g.
lence* from the above equation, g,
2, 2, 1 2
o r ,  1 +
1*0 keep the same Input as that in fl3,ter 2c, teblo 2| but still 
to satisfy the above equation (I4b), 
lot 2^= a  a . gg = g/*90"
z , = V3 8 /-9Q"
Putting these values in (l^ ta),
ISC 1.
z, z.
%l+%2 %2+%4
1*31^ /*6o* ..(14c)
14e)
i From (I2f)I (I4d) and (I4e)t
From (12j) and (1% f)$ 
Burden current 1,,
.u
1*5 I.
for 0 c 60^ (i,e, 60* matched burden)
1.232 I ...T
1 . 5
» From (14f) and (l4g), 
(VA)output 1.56 I
(14s)
(I4h)
Impedance of in parallel with 7»^ « y 'To** ^  ^ si/-60* ,,,(141)
similarly impedance of in parallel with 2^ “ ^ g /-30* , ,(14j)
•* From (141) and (I4j), 3 I P' g/-6o* + fr/-30’
a 1.5 f3 V(a+f3) 1+ 8 (14k)
** From (14h) and (I4k),
VA-quality a ^  - 0,313 (for 60* matched burden)
(b) Z- (k) 1 f Z,(k) '
Zgds) [ “ ho) O k T
d
dk k=l
a.
= f3I
1+ 2;'2 dE r o r
• Ibe dk S^(k)/240
k=l
1 -f
L
Z. dk
d
Z-(k) s= ]f^ z f Z^(k) « -j § I Z?(k) î= 8,and Z. (k) a mj
k=l
,,,(141)
k 'k
i From (141)* (14m) and (l4n)* ddk
31/5
k-1 4
(l4m)
(I4n)
(14p)
From (6b), (14c) and (14p), îx = “ 0,866
APPMPIX XV FREQUENCY ERRORS IN ©ELECTED FILTERS
(a) To find out *’Frequency Error’* in filter No, 1 (Fig, 3,8) 1
fL.(k) = - 31. k R/90* + 1/3 X. f3 H /90'
= j 3 1 1Î (1-k) (13a)
Z. = f3B + jK = 2H /30
& 60* matched burden = 2L , j V3 R + R
(Here a typical impedance angle of 60® is chosen for matched 
burden angle to find out frequency error* )
Now, %.(k) = f3H + jkH 
and Z^(k> c S + jV3kR
Xi
1 z^(k) + Z^(k) = (l+V3)(l+jk)H............................ (13b)
<* From (13a) and (13b) , Burden current due to positive
sequence component % t
j 31.^ R (1-k)
^L+ (i+^3)(l+jk) R '
1- k
'('Ï+T3)
Open circuit voltage due to negative sequence component
= -3I_ R/90° - 3I_ B/90" = -6l_ B/90' (13d)
From (15b) = (l+f3)(l+j) R = f2(l+f3)B/43"  (I3e)
component - T
61
L- (i+f3> V2 '
• From (15c) and (13f)*
Error % I
'kL
L-
1/2 l^k
f(l+kf)
(15s)
Curve of the above Error equation ia shown in Fig,G7*
(b) To find out’Frequency Error* in Filter No, 2 (Fig*3*9)'
Z^(k) j 5 Z^(k) %
Short circuit current due to positive sequence component
« Isc lyjo
R 1
+ ? f3 I. /-90°
or Isot 1,5
- 1
2^ = R - j V3 B = 2 .r/*6q °
Let a 6o" matched burden be considered, 
■'• Z^ = R + 3V3H
a^(k) = R - j ^
From (15h), (151) and (I5j)
(15k)
(151)
(153)
0. (k)
00+ Z.(kT +X Xi
2
. k *1
f(k +3) fi 5k*
From Table 2, filter 2f ,
I, 1.5 IL— (151)
From (15k) and (I5I),
Error =
f(k'^ +3) f(5k'^ - 2k'' +3)
Curve of above error equation is shown in Fig.G?,
##»*##( l|pm )
XXVYU\
(c) To find out *’Frequency Error** in Filter No,3 (Fig.3*10) i
Zj^ (k) = -j| 5 2g(k) = f3R ; Z^(k) = »j ; 2^(k) = R
I
SC +
Bg(k) Zytk)
3
z - ( k f y " z ^  + ^31,690: ^ T k T f ^
Froiîi above I by simplification
2
I60 +
V(k -ic+1)
■\f(3k^ +l) f(k^+3)
(k-1)
|z (k) + Zp(k)] (z,(k) + Z.<k)\ 
” % '(k) V a _ ( k ) ’ + Z,(k) + 2. (k)
1'"' ■ "S'"' ' "3'^' ' "4
® fk(f3k^ -ir3+4)- 3<43t^ -V3k^ +V3)
k(k  +1)(1+V3) L-
From above, 2^ = gTltTST <4-34? =
* * # # # ( 1 5 a )
4R
" 6o^ matched burden s a f a''"('x+"f3T
, Z_ (k)«* Xi
Now
4H I  + 3 k p E1+V3 (V2 + 3f6k) ..... £15p )
8^(k)
Ï Î60+ Z.(k) + Z"'(k)X Ij Z. (k)
where the simplified expression of 2 given by
i L
(150) and (I5p) as follows :
%i(k) k(lT3k^-V~3t-4) -  3(4k^-f3k^+V3)
From Table 2, Filter 2o,
(V'5+V2)k^ + (4+V'2*f3)k^ + j|f6k4+(f6+f3-4)k^-f3l
J ;........... (i5qi) ■
2.12 I ........... ,.,(15r)L-f =
« From (15n), (15q) and (15r),
Error «
■f(3k^ +l).V''(k^ +3)
(k-1)
%i(k)
* Z . (k) i.Z_ (k) 
X  Jj
2.» a.
Zj^ (k)
2 -^(kT;^ ;~rk7 OSqD.
Curve of above error equation Is shown in Fig*G7* 
Computer has been used for Calculation,
(d) Frequency Error of Filter No#4 :
l3_(k) = -j| ; .*2From Fig.3.11, Z,(k p Z^ Os.) = f3R + jkE
,2R . V3B . HZ (k) a »jg- ; aad Zjj^ (k) 2 *  ^2k
—  f3i /3o 
f3R-*d| •1-jkR
3“ +
-3
■2S
k V '3 I,/-90
R(-|- + jgk-jg) *
-(k-l)2(k^+2k-2) + j2V3(k-l)^(k+l)
Z^(k) =
f3kij(k®-l) f3k+3(k‘^ -4)
|z^(k)+Z2(k)] [z,(k)+Z. (k)J
%^(k) + Z^ (k) + Z (k) + Zj^ (k)
[« * !(»-&)] [^  + 3 l |  - §)] 
f iT F T T T F lT "
From above = B/*3G^
* 6o° matched burden - B/6o
*. Z^(k) c H(| + j ^() 
From Table S, Filter 2d ,t
I 2.43 I_
(15v)
(15v;)
A From (I3q). (15t), (15«). (15v) and (15w), 
1Error
2.45
- ( k-1) ® ( k^ ->21c-2 ) + d 2V'3 ( k-1) ^ ( k+l )
Z^(k)
f3k+j(k^-l)] [V3k +d(k^-4)1 Z (k)+Z (k)
(15%)
Z^(k)
where '("ky+z '"(k)’ obtained from (I5u) and
i  Xi
(15v),
A curve of the above Error e^tpresaion is shown in Fig.G?# 
^omputer was used for the calculation#
APPENDIX i XTl I TRANSIENT PRIMARY CURRENTS AND
OUTPUT OF FILTER NO.X DUE TO POSITIVE SEQUENCE 
SWITCHING.
(a) Referring to Fig.5-1 $ let the sinusoidal voltage
Vein(tot+0) ^ s imaginary part of V be switched in
the circuit*
Let be the current due to switching of whose
A -ja B
Laplace Transform is Ve*^  **■■■"-- ;s-*jm
then applying Lapl&ce+mathomatics in the network (Fig.5.1), 
or. r^Lp(e.|.^) = Ve^® where ;? =
T Ve^^ s .*««** 9 *.**••*«.«••• *......... (l6a)
* p L (s+ TT* V(Wjm)
P
•* If i^ is the current in one phase of the three phase balanced 
system due to simultaneous symmetrical three phase switching
then the currents in other phases are i and Î @*0120
P P
respectively because of 120* displacements of phases.
From equ,(l6a), transform becomes 
. ? .19 V o
-p = Î T  ^---------------------------------------------------------- -
where 0 = tan" % =s tan""V R
P
or, i = 1- p(wt+9-;g) _ --?t j(e-0)
P Zp L
where + w^.V^) .
(I6b)
But the above ourrent Is duo to the switching of voltage
the imaginary part of which ia Vsiii(mt+9) # Bo the
current due to switching of voltage Vsin(mt+9) is the imaginary
part of the expression in equation (X6b)* Let this current be 
called i^ e
’*  ^1*** [sin(mt+0-0) ^ ain(@-0)J #**,,*,.»*,,***,»,(l6c)
^ ‘p
Similarly the currents in other phases, in a balanced three 
phase system due to simultaneous syimnetrleal three phase 
switching, are
i^ “ [sin(a)t+9-0-12O*) - e"^^sin(©-0*^120*^ (l6d)
P
i^ - ~  jsin(COt-1'9-0+120*) - e ^^ sin(0-0M-3.2D*)J (l6e)
(b) Referring to Fig* 3,8,
Let L^  ^is the inductive value of the mutual inductor,
A = jfi).
From (l6c), (l6d), and (l6o),
(i^-i^) = [sin(wt+0-0+30*) - e ^sin(0-0+3O*)J , *.....(l6f)
(i^-i^) =s [sin(ü)t+9-0-90*) - e" . (l6g)
P
(i -i ) = fGin((ot+0-0-3O*) - e (0-0-30* )1    (l6h)c a iO L a
P
Noiv the open circuit voltage of the filter is 
®oc “ \  dt
—  V 3 H ( ^ X 6 x )
But 3. +1,+i =0 ; *• i,+i a -i
a o 0 b e  a
A From ( l6c ), ( l6 g ), ( l6.i ) and ( 16 ;i )
%C= V3IU 4. L„ fç (3 i^ )  « 3E [( V i ^ )  + I
~ «^cos(ciJt+0-0) + 0 ^cae(9-0)|
+ i |«oos(wt+0-0) + p e" ^Gin(©-0)j
3VR.-5- cos(9-0) + ^ sxn(8-0)J0)
3VR 1 
%  “
w(!Os(9-0) + ) sla(6-0) 1 9-^t
03 iC!
P
6iîi0 008(9-0) + 0000 sin(©-0) e
t
(as, stated before, 0=3 tan'*1 t$
A 0 KÎ Y(lo '+ 9 ) sin©* 000 (üZ^
o
H
.  m  v(/. 0-^=1cüZ sln9V L
P
(l6j)
^ pSM q ^^sin© l6k)(oLp
Let the impedance of the mutual inductive coil he 
Z**= r+jwL seen from the secondary side.
A Opoîi cii'ciiit impedance of the filter = V3R+r+jwL •*♦•*♦*•(161)
Again let the ipedance of the burden be Z, = r +jwL ##.,.##(l6m)0 b b
From (l6k), (l6l) and (l6m), the thevonin’a equivalent circuit
for Laplace operation is as shown in Fig#APPl6a. 
Now from (l6k), Laplace Transform of is
— 3VR se Es sin©  —""'y
DC wL fi+ y
P
•* Output current of the filter (in Laplace Transform)
3^H s 1
= jjj—  eine (r+r^ +V3Ry + s(L+Qy
= ^  Siae -^gT^ yfîTT — y r*r^+f3K
P s s -
and L » L+L. )
® R
= ^  I  • ( = if ^P B S
. 2| h ein©  â _
P B (s+f) (S+ /* )
•* from above, output current
c i : ,   1 _  ( @ - ^ 4  _  Q -  / t  J  ( I 6 n )
“V s
APPENDIX : SAMPLE CALGULATXONS FOR TRANSIENT LAVES
Equation (l6n), Fig# 4»3a (Art,4#3) will be referred for calculations 
of filter no.l*
V= VSV^ 5 - = 3Ï^,.„Yxm where reactance of therms ojL X p
^ ^ system*
» is ^^.^-Yrtas ^  - 5V"2#(phase current).^
But,
Phase current = (Line current in delta-side)/V3
%
# 3V Line current in delta-side %_rg p 
“ wL. . 3V2. jj.
P P
z
» V6*(Line current in delta®*side) # ^  .
p
if n is the turns ratio of the intermediate current transformer,
then, c "f6*(Line current in delta-side)*n. ^  (l?a)
"^p *p
A from (l6n) and (17a), Maximum Transient Output
sa f6. (Line current in delta-side)  —  (e*^ -^e*^  ^  ^ )Xp Lg
.r/ 2 2^% / — J t — f ’ t%
= 1/6. (Line current in delta-side).n.% ..--------------- --- -
2 2
= 1T6* (Line current in delta-0ide).n.^^*^'2Li^-^.^*(e'^^^-e  ^*)V A
............ (17b)
From Fig.4.5a* V3R=4540, Hb2620jl...................... ..,(17c)
Internal Impedance of the network a 4540+288+j2680 (where r=288)ji-
P 4828+j268o = 5540/29»!* ohm 
90" matched burden is chosen for sample calculations i 
Impedance of 90* matched burden =(522 + j5540) ohm
tittTTrT;
1
^  -*-î V-f; 21i
CunnCt;
-o 04
} fiif-t :
& :
4-#î li J Fl(q. G.i7a.
mm" * t « * * ! *  *—i :_ ^ 2
*iiii7î
'.mi
mrûiîi-'uk ÉÉ#M4
W '
*4 #*
ITT*ffîg
ryttrst»
n!T:*X!r::t-;r
rf+tl
m '
■^r.i «11
lifilr!" '« }*•»«
éi'*! . , . ,
0 '02 See o04#^ o'OG.Scc.
To*.» urv S«Cflrv»tfLs.
FIG. G. IJ b
•*. Eg» 4828+522 = 5350 ohm
and X = wL = 2680+53W = 8220 ...      £l7d)
•* v’ = jp « 1 ^ . 3 1 4  = 204  *,..(l?e)
6
The values of can be found from primary transient waves as 
shown ia Fig8,APP,G,l$a and APP.G.iyb* Let the chosen value
of y for sample calculation be V ••*••••*#•♦•..•*•*.(l?f)
20,1*rom Fig,4*3u.| n % ###*###.#*.### .####( 17g)
When « 28*3» from Table 4* ♦ column 1, Line current in
delta#side = 0.70 @mip
 .....(17b)
From Art,4.2 and from (17e) and (I7f) »
t^ (=a time at which the wave reaches its maximum amplitude)
“ 3.0®^ “ 204*28.3 ** 8.0112 sec...... «.(171)
4 From (17b), (17e), <17E)* (l?e), (17f). (17g),(l?h) and (171),
the maximum amplitude of the wave
= V 6  . . 7 0  .  (  . - " ‘>•3 ■ - “ 1 2  .  )
= 3.32 roA*
similarly amplitudes at different instants are calculated as 
tabulated below :
Time in seconds Amplitude of 
. current (mA)
0 0
0.0112 3.52
0,0200 . 3.10
0,0300 2.33
0.0400 1,74
0,0600 1.01
0.1000 0,33
I as shown by dotted line in
Fig.4.8(b) (Art.4.6)
E Zu
Relaying
Point
iEnd of the
Protected' • 
Section
FIG. APP.lSa
Positive sequence 
network
-o-
Negative sequence 
network
(The diagram is'drawn for b-c fault 
at the end of the protected section)
Fig. APP.lSb
APPENDIX i XVIII tïWEDANGE IN DISTANCE RELAYim
It is assumed that the positive and negative sequence impe­
dances of the source are equal $ i,e* $ Z ~ 2i % % (say).
' k g T  S ' —  s
Similar assumption is made for protected line also, i.e.» ==
s=2i^ (say) whore %^is the impedance of the protected section as shown 
in Fig*APP#l8a.
At the balance condition# V - I21=?sV - I Z (l8#a)
—  —  4^ 4*
and V == 0 - I a„ - - s
(18b)
The equivalent circuit for the calculation of sequence components 
in a phase to phase fault at the end of the protected zone is shovm 
in Fig.APP.l8b,
From Pig.APP.l8b. = -1__ =  (l8o)
B Jj
‘•From (l8a), (I8b) and (18c),
-I (Z„+K) = B - I (Z+Z„) 5 or, 21 (Z-s-Z^ ) = B ;
—  S  'T S 'V B
(Z Z„)B
or e # or# iBd)
which shows that the impédance setting of the relay should be such 
that it is equal to^£nipedance of the protected section*
I
Now let the fault he beyond the protected section and the
f
impedance of the protected section be Zj which is obviously greater 
than (;=2),
" the voltage across the operating coil,
= V - I 2 = ^1 (2 + a )  (from i8b)- - ^ ‘ B
s Xi
and the voltage across the restraining coil,
= V - 1  Z = E « 1 C Z  +2)S' + 4 B
E(Z+Z ) BCZg+Zg.
“ ® *■ z('zT?r*) ~     ,...(i8f)
S E S L
* From (iBo) and (18f) it can be seen that
(Voltage)ptcrosa operating coil) < (Voltage across restraining coil)
(as (t=%^ ) )•
Hence the operation of the relay is prevented#
Similarly it can be shown that the opposite action will talie 
place ( i.e. operation of the relay will take place ) if the 
fault is within the protected section#
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